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  Helen C. Mead-Parks
  the collator 

  

Always uplifitng, always seeing the bright side

K K Helen Parks love you always,every time you move our perceptions of tomorrows your hand of todays 

reality is punctuated with an indelible cache of Aladdins hidden texts and reminds you where there is hope   

there is possibility and that’s admirable of you.  ty  

 

https://www.facebook.com/koro.king.528?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDozMjgxNzUyNDcxODg0Mzk1XzMyOTAzNDMxMDc2OTE5OTg%3D
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142?hc_location=ufi
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THE  CHAPTERS 
 

In Order of the Event named in the Quatrains & Quatreins 
Reference numbers with a £ sign are from Allan Webber's Template which took him 9 years 

Upper case  refers to an anagrammed quatrain Quatrein, Lower case means from a Quatrain or Sixaine 
 

chapter title ref detail  
9 91 2 Le Cherfonnez tiendra & Marceloyne, 
RELY  A  LONELY  LATE COMER   

HELEN  CHOSEN ONE:   
MET, TRAINED,  REANIMATED  text  LINES-   

ORACLE  CHEERS CORË… DETRIMENT  NONE 

£  1776 9 91 2 
£  3013 2 84 4 

£  3220 4 91 4 

2 7 2, 3 42 1 
 5 62 4 

PREAMBLE ~ Hubris, thankyou Clare Templeton 
PRENATAL  SAVANT  £  3599

 9 28 4 
 

Born with two teeth in her palate 
E'YA FOND OF INTER-DENTAL PRINTS  etc 

 

MI ALLEGORI   SOUL COLLEAGUE 

PREORDINATION 
£    73 

  1 73  1 (PRENATAL) 

4 91 1 

5 36 1
 

£    73 
  1 73  1  PARQS APPEARS , ARCANE LIFESTYLE 

Sister to the brother in search of the fantastic 
 

BARCAROLE     

written up in Part Two 

£  3393
 6 64 4 

4 45 4 

NOT DENY DA VINCI UUAS CYNICAL 5 99 4 

ONE TO WITNESS  written up and 6 1 2* 
 

One assigned to study Egyptian history 

Kariong  already written up 

1 40 3 

4 91 

DucGauloisMellele : codes within codes 

 COLLEAGUE : CUES  IDEAL  DIALOGUES 
 

LAY NELL LET NO ONE TYRANISE – NOT  ONCE  
written up in Part Two  

£ 75  1 75 1 
£  182010 35 2    

because re Ventura: more than once shaking my head 
MEAD: REMAIN YOUR GENIUS COUSIN'S CODE:  

 

Eagle chased off the camp by other birds –  

with photos 
 

2 44 1 
2 44 4 

 

Lady renders sense from the senseless 
 

Numbers speak to the lady                       Presage 
Centuries, Quatrains etc. Not numerology 

10 Aug J555 
7 23 3 

 

Because they do not know about the ring   
 

ARGENTAL ALBI LETS/allows AGENT  TRIPLE  
CODES  

£  11222 79 2 
10 94 2 

5 62 3 

 

SHEEP MUTILATION  

with warning helicopter  

 

The lonely lady continues prevailing  

Via the unique one  extinguished over the 
honorable bed/Earth 6 63 

MURDER RUMORED   

6 63 
2 72 

1 41 3 

9 58 3 

refers to One Sent To Die Unique of All Deaths – 
appears on his headstone!  

Almost fainted at the return of her sons [Tony image] 
 

YOU ARE NOT IN ERROR ASSUMING YOUR SONS  

 

Seven years doing  sorrowful investigation  
 see  Janines's Tarot

6 63 then via great fortune long life to the realm.  
 

 

Sad nightingale shortening her days 

Tired old woman gave away the farm 

11 18 
5 36 3 

£  3599 9 28 4 CLIO SAVANT PRODUCES  CALISTO/font   
ASCENDS EARLY CUPROUS/copper/Libra: 

 

Lady wearing breeches disappears from sight 

and hear what Janine said in her Tarot video 

5 65 3 
5 36 4 

 
Dies relishing the task 

 

Her death from the Flower[Therses] issued -
caused sent, 

8 18 
4 99 4 

IN SPRING   
NELL PERISHES IN SHED BY LADDER-RING-DOOR 

 

Da Vinci: SHE  DISAPPEARS FROM CAVE, PIPED 
VERNAL DATE, NOT APRIL 

 7 24 4 RAPTURED PORTAL RING DOOR UPON  MAN-LIKE PAD 
EARS/Virgo-SPRING DIURNAL LEAP ANNUAL 2020 

 

ASCENDS EARLY CUPROUS:Copper-Libra 9 28 4 
2 62 1, 4 67 

 

STAIRUUAY TO  AIRUUAY 
 

MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM SHIP OVER LONE 
PINE TREE  pairs 2 18 4 

FREE YEAR ARRANGED Angel in S.S. £  1365 5 22 2 

£  1864 10 79 2 
£  2269 4 83 3 

£  1990 2 4 3 

INNOVATION – MUSE USES DEVIATION IN EDITIONS  
because one of the directives was:    

FARAUUAY COCEBURN BOX YA’S LINES – LINEALLY 

 

LUX UUEAPON  EVENT                May 29 2017

Day of death put for birthday: 

image July 2nd 2017 in Part Two 

£  3448 7 19 4   

4 31 

2 72   

 

Looking south  
You Saw me die, hands on bosom, 
 eyes to the sky, bodies in the fire.Sept. 19 2011 

 

they AIM'D BLAST MI MATURED REPORTER  
MID TERM SORREL TREE       May 13 – June 9

2 18 4 
 

 

IS   
 

*6 1 2 OUR STRANGE COURIER SENT AGAIN ENCOURAGES YOU. SEES YOU NUDE (chuckles) January 2009 then Easter 2010 
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PREAMBLE ~ Begins with a Hubris comment, thankyou Clare Templeton, because I suggested it was my sons 
Almost fainted at the return of her sons ... was about exactly that, then Clare suggested I was being full of hubris then: 
 

9 58 3 YOU ARE NOT IN ERROR ASSUMING YOUR SONS 
 

 
10 87 1 Is explaining why E'Yah EnKi-RA   is with the Elohim Alliances. He simply defected from his dysfunctional  family 
 

1 40 2 continues  BAD  NAVY  EVENT  CLENCHES OFF holds back MI  EA'S  GRANNY –  
AFFECTED  BENCH shelve GRANNY'S NOVEL,  NEGLECT  ignore  BRANCHES OFF from ENVY.     
r as the science world calls it 

 

£    21 
1 21 1 Profonde argille blanche nourrir rochier, The rock (Earth) holds in its depths white clay,babies 

GIRL PROOF READING FOR LOADING, DIALING, RELABELLING ILLEGIBLE RING,
looking glass 

BELL 
docking bell 

HEIR ALIGNS 
ORAL TO BLINDED BRAILLE CIPHER RHETORIC (the ciphers hidden within the anagrams) LABELS CHANI GRAAL ANGEL 
– OUR ABLE CHANNEL C+F+ 4 62 1 
£   362 

4 62 1 Vn coronel machine ambition [aim],  j557   A colonel with ambitious plots, (Q) 
ALCHEMI: NON COMBATIVE V CHLOROAMINE

 Andromeda Council Angel
 NOMINATIVE

 [nominated] 
C.H.A.N.I IN MACHINE ... HE MORE 

BRILLIANT
 [haloed/clever]

 COMBINATION NAME [St] MICHAEL, [&] CORN MEAL [Celtic BRAN] the explanation how a 
Younger Elder can be COMBINATION both St Michael and Bran the Beloved is in the pdf forum LETTRE 32 & 
REINCARNATION 

 C+F+10 37 4 

£  3708
10 37 4 Chambry, Moriane combat fainct Iulian. E  j557 Chambry, Saint de-Maurienne against Saint-Julien . 

MY AERONOMIC MACHINAL BRAN-CHE-CHANI COMBATS EMBARCATION  MANICHEEAN EMBRYO NANO MICROBE ANTICS AS IN 
COME SATANIC   
£  2111 

3 25 3 Bigorre Landes par Foyx Loron tiendra,      Will encompass Bigorre and Landes viaFoix and Oloron, 
BELLS ON EXTRA-ORDINARY DRY PROOF READING 
ONE GIRL EXPLAINS BAD [spelling] IN ERRORS AFOOT (intentional)

Keeping in mind that at the time Allan Webber was working on programming words into his anagram machine, he did not 
believe in extra terrestrials and the closest he came to naming any was the word “angel”. Therefore the likes of the word 
MANTIS (the negative four armed giant type) or MANTIDS the positive more ordinary looking species with the Elohim 
Alliances of the Living Library – had for him no way of being defined – in relation to “ANTS”, “SPIDERS”, “PUPAE” and so 
on.  It is up to you,  the serious reader to qualify these details.  
It is only very recently[early in 2017] that the differences were made apparent to the collator, so many former forums will 
still contain this error.

CODES WITHN CODES... £  3108 
3 79 4   ATTUNE MY QUAY QUATRAIN~CAPITALS referring to the codes within codes cipher    

 I need to explain what happened regarding the ‘codes within codes’ method of deciphering the hidden texts. Today is 
March 16 2012…the above line is the first time I have worked with it. The first time I have seen this piece of ‘direction’ 
(there are 38 pages of other ‘admonitions’). Six months ago – on the same night, three different methods of advising 
me to use codes within codes was sent to me. My daughter phoned in the middle of a dinner date to tell me, my niece 
had an automatic handwriting event which said the same, and two entities came and hovered over my TV. One came in 
one way and out the other (through my window) – then vice versa.  
£  3534

 8 64 3 Ceux du terrouer en ƒeront ƒupportez,This does not belong with the words, still trying to find where Allan got them 
GUIDES SENDS: DISSECT STORIES, DISPENSE DATE, EDIT, CAPITALISED PELLE IN POEM, CODES REFER CODES 
£   510 

6 10 1 RECLUSE UNCOVERS  SUPPLEMENTED CLUES SELECT LOUUER-UPPER LETTER-CODES RULES TEMPERS CODELESS 
£  1226 

3 83 2 ZEE ARGENTIC  OCCASIONED  AGENTS ACTIONS  STRANGE COMPACT CODES SENSATION  I  DESIGN'D 
£  3599 9 28 4 Vaft à Socille, Ligurs coups de canons. Devastation in Sicily, Ligurians coups by cannon 
CLIO SAVANT PRODUCES  CALISTO/font  ASCENDS EARLY CUPROUS/copper/Libra: 
ASSOCIATES  DECANS  OSCILLATES  LIES,   UNDER  VAST SPACE SEA – pdf forum Explanation Of The Prefixes 
 

6 100  Legis cantio contra ineptos criticos. 
Quos legent hofce verfus mature cenfunte, 
Profanum vulgus & infcium ne attrectuto: 
Omnefq Aftrologi Sienni, Barbari procul Funto, 
Qui  aliter facit, js rite facer efto. 

Who does otherwise is subject to secret codes 

6 100 INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT "EXPERTS" 

Let those who read this verse think on it deeply, 
Let the profane (media) and the ignorant herd keep away: 
And far away Barbarians/banksters Astrologers/media Fools 

Who does otherwise/who is the real interpreter/  is subject to secret 
codes (the triple method) named in Letter #32 and nowhere else 

 

 defected 
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YOU WOULD NOT BE HERE READING THIS 
STUFF IF YOU WERE NOT A SEEKER 

RIGHT? 
 

WHAT DO YOU SEE HERE? 
 

My apologies about the date, what year 
this was ~ we only know it cannot have 
been 2016 because Hillary Clinton died 

September 11 2016. 
 

In a very early forum just briefly a mention was 
made regarding someone I actually know who 

was attending a briefing on new military ordnance 
which consisted of a camera that can distinguish  
the view in many spectrums. Casting around the 
room with his new "camera" my friend was able 
to see the heat and the cup of coffee the teacher 

was holding.  But not the teacher himself.  
No temperature reading in any spectrum at all. 

 

 

The little girl is her handler and is the same little girl once seen in the window with the pope. 

 

 
I have one further question 
Did this R F K actually talk in the original video? 

Because that sure looked like a clone to me (pink all over). 

The hidden texts, quatrain 10 15 says clearly John John  did 
not die and was placed in witness protection.  
Yet, I think there could be an agenda for using an RFK clone...  

Because of another quatrain I found, which will be placed here. 
Can we find the full length video to establish the voice of this  

supposed R F K?   

Compare the chin cleft and frown marks of the first picture of 
Robert to the one who touches his nose, which has no dimple. 

 

One needs to ask – having watched this 2 minute video,  

why is Robert pink all over, baby pink. 

Where are the deeper face lines of the original? 

Why has the video maker seen fit to crop out any scenes 

with Robert actually speaking? 

We all know Robert's voice is not likely to be duplicated 

with success, having suffered a very rare speech condition. 

So – why would they use a clone to pretend JFK Jnr  

is still alive?  And Who is They?    See Quatrain 10 78 

Something else to question: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isN_OsRECXE&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR28vEm-

W51hxEBd4bDFgwUPF8VRXozZJ5meYEz2_6NXNflFyveX23ONHJc 

Cloning since 800 years    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiCBgTZm9L4&feature=youtu.be 

and this planet  HAS had cloning since a particular set of aliens have been here – at least 800 years 
 
£   800 

9 58 1  STAGE GATES SCOUT RAY,DIVERT EARTH’S END. COST LEONINE TRY UUAGE STAR UUARS  
 VERACITY:  DEATH DEALING ALIEN CLAUSES ACT OVER UNEDUCATED, EAGER VOYAGE = EAT FAT CHILDREN LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED 

   NECROTIC  CREATURE  SEDUCE,  DEVOUR,  GAROTTE  THE  RIGHTEOUS  IN   THEY CENSORED... pairs 1 27 3,  10  60  2 

 

OR 

IS 

HE 

? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isN_OsRECXE&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR28vEm-W51hxEBd4bDFgwUPF8VRXozZJ5meYEz2_6NXNflFyveX23ONHJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isN_OsRECXE&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR28vEm-W51hxEBd4bDFgwUPF8VRXozZJ5meYEz2_6NXNflFyveX23ONHJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiCBgTZm9L4&feature=youtu.be
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notice this J562 publication has an error? The Centuries 
number reads IX/9 but it is indeed, Centuries X/10 

Biens publicz = good things made re public  

enemies scattered 

10 15  JFK Snr had had enough, felt old, knew of assassination, he was warned 

Duke/president father  old  within  and choked by thirst, 

.......this is a symptom of Addisons!  C.F.S. &  increased thirst 
At the extreme day son desiant distrustful in lieu of (his father) 

.......desolant /wretched. distrusting in his father’s position 

Plunged within appearing dead will come alive, 

.......plunged within the sea via airplane – "lost at sea" 
Senate to son the death long and bequeathed.  

.......Witness protection program from July 1999  see 3 37 3 

.........  

10 76 

The great Senate the triumph will ordain,          Trump 

Over the one who after will be vanquished, repelled, 

At the sound of his trumpet  they followers will remain, 

Possessions for sale, assets seized enemies  expelled. 
Dec'r.  2017   Trump passed an Executive Order that criminals 

convicted of crimes against humanity would have all their assets 

seized. Think Bill Gates  & Soros  – see  List of Arrested below 

The one who after = Obama or Lucifer 

sound of his trumpet = when his triumph succeeds they accept him 
10 77 
Thirty followers of  " uirites" order,                
Banished, their possessions given  their adversaries:  

All their benefits will be taken because of  misdeeds, 
[Nazi] Fleet dispersed, delivered to the pursers/consaires. 

but look again at that word,  
Lat: cos = to hone, keep in good order faires = iridescent stone/Earth 
Lat: quirite =  inhabitants in their civil capacity = the Q movement 

10 78 follows on from 10 15 (C+F+Mabvs) 
Sudden joy (JFK Jnr) to sudden sadness,  discovery of child torture? 
Occurs at Rome by graces cardinals embracing:  Vatican child torture     
Grief, cries, weeping tears.    
Trussed up  and contrary bands surprised.  

contrary bands = from the Milky way, against earthlings, trading in children, recall  

"tied in bands and put into sausage casings"  from Da Vinci 

 
New JFK.jnr Pictures 2019 03 19 – YouTube 

3 37 3 Muraille antique par canons enfoncee,     
Ancient wall driven in by cannons, 
 (or by ‘canons’, those of Demo_rats) 
SALIENT- QUANTUM- URANITE-OMNIPRESENT- SENTIENT-
SAPIENCE-                   other lines also had DIVINE = Q-U-O-D 

Uranite from Uraniathe full description of the one true G-D    
MANIPULATES Q ANON : PECULIAR  UUISE FERTILE ORMANCERS  

 in witness protection 
ALIEN A.C.E.  AMATEURS 
(Andromeda, Casseopea, Elohim Alliances)  
CLEANS OUT, PANICS  TAPEUUORMS/parasites MALEFICENCE. 
Amateurs here simply means they do not do what they do for money   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RytunFiHKLk 

  
£  3489

 8 18 4 Par son fruit fauve comme chair crue mueyre. 

UUE  SAUU  OANNES SUITE COME IN URN/
Feb 11th 

PRAYERS; NO UUAR CRIMES. 
go to February 11 event came true in ABBA IntroductionPg 10

 

AUTECIOUS (permanent parasite) SIRIUS  ISTARU. EERY UUAIST CHIMERA; PREY ON HAEMIC  blood, red blood 
[Paradise Cali] PAROS

 Greek 
PYRE

 fire 
ARSON  PROFANES  PROFANERS.  

    Yes, I was told the suburbs hit by directed energy fields  were eliminating those off worlders which were living as humans.  
    These were the ones that run, or were run by, or controlled,  the Caeneus  mind benders, the same that "channel" people and   
    fool them, and the same that seem to be allied with  the Alpha Centauri – one of the 29  types of "Nordic".  
    These are the greys that walk like "Donald Duck" but prefer to float, that "guide"  the Military Industrial Media NSA complex, and    
    by association, must be allied with certain Anakim (Valiant Thor, from Sirius, who said he was from Venus, for example). 

8 18 4  By its/Earth offspring escape as is the rise in flesh stripped.    .  Being fed back to us in meat patties  

pairs Da Vinci’s  « children torn apart and put into sausage casings » But 8 18 4 is alsoan allegory to Earth being risen, stripped from her orbit,just 

as we see in the Hopi Prophecy rock 

it needs to be said here how remarkable this 8 18 4 detail really is. It confirms all those youtube videos which have been trying to warn us 

(albeit in Ritual Mocking) why the reptilians need to create a form of halal killing as the child sacrifices really are.  

The torture is done to create elevated testosterone & adrenaline.To harvest adrenachrome (which is what google chrome is named after)     

This so offends the Elohim (which we have seen in many lines) that they are acting on the matter.  And see mysterious St. Germain – 

This could also be what 1 10 4  really means: 

‘to see thus in this cruel manner dead the fruit of their line’      and  
C 11 #12 ANU IGUANA, EAGLE,Enlil-YHWH DUNGS/Alcyones Nephilim  LIED  SAUSAGE  ING, harvest-raptoring  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RytunFiHKLk
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8 18 

Her death issued sent from the Flower[Therses] caused,timing 

[for]A time before by young and old tricked,  [adrenachrome] 

Via fleur-de-lis  mound they will provide paused. 

thru stargates - tel/mound/pyramid, Earth paused  

By its/Earth offspring  escape as the rise in flesh stripped. 

will provide pause... see  "What The Pyramids Are For" .     young and old tricked – from drunk-alcohol- = al ghoul - tricked 

thru stargates – three flowers alkhemye = lily-lotus-rose                By her/Earth offspring  saved  as raw meat is stripped. Peeled off. 

The word "sauve/fauve" to escape. "mueyre" to break[apart]in this instance peeled off. "crue" spate, rise in. "chair" raw flesh. 

 

 

4 45 line 3 fits in with Jesse Ventura stepping up to the plate  
 

Because of royal conflict, realm abandoned: QEII, Chuck etc executed 

The most important leader failing  in time of need: (Putin? Trump? 

Maws/microphones forming [frequenices] will reshape smaller, microwaves 

4 45 4 All dissolved, [beam me up]  one will be witness. 

 

The "thing" about the likes of facebook and its 

counterparts,  that users do not recognize when 

'sharing' items ~ that by passing on negative "news" 

they are doing exctly what the elites crave. 
They are EMPOWERING that meme! 

Where information goes, energy flows. 

THIS was why their beloved actors and actresses are    on 

such high pedestals and yet, even Keanu Reeves 

succumbed, just like that other Peter Pan,  the singer Cliff 

Richards. Whom we all loved blindly and who all along 

were suckering us. 
 

If  public forum-users simply ignored sending on what 

the elite want you to – it disempowers that meme. 

I know, I know, it is a Catch 22. 
 

 rimarranno scoperte e palese nella state.   the English:  They  [children] remain exposed and evident in the state.  

(Reptilians, the ‘ante christ’ from 'before christian era') causing the "state" to steal children – keeping in mind Da Vinci's warning  
 « the children into sausage casings » (and such as Macca’s) 
ATTENTION!: AROMATIC  CREATOR  PERSONNEL  ARE   ERRORLESS 

DUBITABLE/doubtful  ILLUMINATI  LAME-BRAINED IDEAS MAN/Goode or Penre 
MISTAKEN BLUE BIRDLIKE GREY’S SPRITE  (DELIBERATE  HEGELIAN DIATRIBE,)   
o ARE SUBORDINATE BRUTE-LIKE  BLUNDERERS DELIBERATE on purpose and DELIBERATE verb 

DESPITE DOUBTING Andr. Cncl  

(who LIMITED BREAKAGE) BY TIDY REMEDIAL RADIANT GLORY  
 

CLEANERS, EARNEST PERSONAL APPEAL SLEEPIER  PEOPLE  ALERT:  
ALIEN MOLESTER IS PROPER SATAN, IS REAR APOSTLE  PETER ‘SIR’   
IN LAST MEAL PANEL ART – The Last Supper 

2 62 4 Cêt main, foif, faim, quâd courra la comete. Gaul  ‘ƒ ’ = ‘s’, ‘q’ = ‘k’ 

FAKEvb ‘CLIMATIC’ AGE, EFFECT FLAUUED FARCICAL FACTS, MIMIC  SAME  HAARP the ‘great antennae’ MAKES MORE  MONIES...  

 

AIM COSMIC AQUEDUCT, QUIT AMATEUR GODS MIMIC DOGMATIC STAR pun ‘dog’ Sirius-Anubis OUTRAGES    GOOD AROMATIC AMIGO 
o The  GOAT Capricorn-Car-Elk-Yule date for the false meteors is extremely consistent, rating a forum done = all its own titled  YULE 
o The pun on Dogmatic Star is that Sirius was known as the « Dogstar » and that the outrages have been dogmatic! Eg: religion 
o COSMIC AQUEDUCT sounds like the tool EnKi used to blast safely (for all concerned) through the Hammered Bracelet 
SMART-ALECK  UUEAK  CORIE  GOODE  AND  UUILCOCK   CURRIES  FAME  
QUA MAFIA TUUO-FACED CROOK:  MAKES OUT  IS TEDIUM  ACCLAIM,  
IS NOT COMMITTED, QUOTES  ‘CUT-OFF’ TRAGICOMIC EROTIC QUOTA  FOR FANATIC  MAIM 
 DERO MUD OAF TRAUMA TRAFFICKER ORGAN 
o QUA that which has already been named herein MAFIA TUUO-FACED CROOKS the Illuminati (C+F+Illuminati)                                                                

QUOTES  says organ trafficking has been ‘cut-off’ meaning stopped, but only says it to please his gullible audience 
 Alcyonese Blackwater  

CAME, AIM CRUEL FUMARIC ACID CERAMIC ORGONE TOOL AT RIOTERS QUEUED. DUTIFUL ‘SECURITI’ CAMERA IS CLUE 
CROOK (AUTO-EROTIC MUG) MUTILATES, stealing organs IS FROM GUAIACUM (testing for blood in stools, so probably means the 
fumaric acid/orgone tool causes blood in stool/intestines)   MEDICAL: RAUU CORN, TURMERIC, UITAMIN C
MEAD COURAGE: DELETE FLOATED CALENDAR ROME COURT ACCUMULATED FICKLE, MOCKING ULTIMATE SOUL GUILE 
when I say the following [‘‘how many ways can they find to get this message across!’’] I am not ‘having a go’ at the source of these words 
– it is a matter of astonishment for me that they can find so many ways to alert-tell-warn us about the matter of the FALSE CALENDARS 

and WHY they are false.  The words of Da Vinci ring in my ears « children torn apart and put into sausage casings » 
 

5 98 3  Poiffon en mer, fleuve, lac cuit 

hectique – Here is one that has me bewildered. 

I simply cannot see it happening 

HELEN: THOU KEEP MI CHOICE; 

AT FOUL HECTIC 
TIMES, IS A FLUKE: FOOLS ELITE 
CHIEF UP. NICE EFFICIENT CHOICE.  

CHIEF LUMPS accepts IS EFFECTIVE 
COUNTERFEIT/clone EQUIVALENCE 
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10 25 4 De la grand Dame affife fur l’orcheftra. i562 From the great Lady (Cassiopeia) seated at the orchestration. 
:  HELDREAD (GRACE GLAD) MEAD  THIRD RACE DERO RIFF-RAFF, DREAM DEATHFUL EARTH ; RULED

  FOR CIGAR FRINGE, CHILDREN INTO SAUSAGES MEGADEATH. 
HALT: ~ FLAG  FALSE AHEAD DATE  CLAUSE  FIDDLE, AHA CONDEMNED EACH CHILD DANGLED  OFF GEM. 
COLD CELLS CHALLENGE, ICED DERANGES MOLECULAR  DANGEROUS,  STAGE GATE TREASURE  OLDEN  HALF-CRAFT 
HAOMA HEADGEAR-LORD RANGED USING   DODECAHEDRAL therses  ACORN A FAR DATE,   [C+FGATHERING  

o Dodecanese/Sabine area, with Dodecanese meaning ‘ten’ whereas Dodecahedra means ‘twelve’.  AFAR = Aquarius 
DODECAHEDRAL a three-dimensional shape having twelve plane faces, in particular a regular solid figure with twelve equal pentagonal faces. =  

Dodecahedral - definition of dodecahedral by The Free Dictionary  www.thefreedictionary.com/dodecahedral                                  A THERSES  

o do·dec·a·he·dron n. pl. do·dec·a·he·drons or do·dec·a·he·dra (-drə). A polyhedron with 12 faces –  see it in front of “lout leans back”

o AHA  was Obama also known as Leonine in the texts

C+F+LOUT  DODECAHEDRAL pairs CIRCULAR pairs  [C+FGATHERING – see   &  

When you do go and watch the DERO videos you will see exactly how the "PARALYSE" people is done 
 

 De fanciulli che stanno legati nelle fasce the English:  
 La salsiccia ch'entra nelle budella  the English: [children]  

 

 

All part of the Treaties" of F.D.R.  in 1933 
If we can prove I933 was not I933 (and we can) those [trade in men] 
clauses will be made null and void. 

3 77 4 Cherte n'a garde: nul ny aura pourueu. D 
OANNES ALLEVIATION [lifting up] BLAST MONOXIDE IN VILLAIN BOX 

 MILLIONS NOT ALIVE: U.N. PREARRANGED: GREY  LEAGUE  ING  
             the  Inguz (Ing) rune means “the harvest” REAPING  ROUND UP   

9 13 SoulongueLauxoisModenneBologneBurancoys 
CUES  ‘‘NUCLEAR ON ARABIAN  IS MAN’S UUIN-UUIN’’  TRIES  TO KILL 
GOLDEN GOOSE, (stargate) (SINGS SONIC  IN NUCLEUS)  UUHO LAYS the  

EGGS SEES  MILLIONS YOUR YOUNG BOXED IN BULLNOSED LEO CIGAR : 

MONOXIDE  GASEOUS  DEAD,  
was the word Da Vinci used! 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/dodecahedral
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/dodecahedral
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 the two GoldenCubes over my farm 

July 2020 

It seems to me no matter what I do 

they have no intention of uncloaking 

to let the world see what they allowed 

me to witness 

Here, at least, the electric green 

shows. Letting us see all the the glory 

of the detail is going to have to wait
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£   471 

5 71 1 ATTEND  UNIQUE  QUATREIN  LINES  VALUED AS  ALTERNATED  FUTURE    

that would be 7 73 1 “Maintaining Anubis seat timelines to manipulate profits” and its consequences 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-
il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes   58:56 

 

   

 

 

Pheon cross & armor screams I300s 

which we know is 300s, but hairstyle? 

Elizabethan  Neck ruff which 

 was up to turn of the J 600's

Looking very James Cook-ish, so sometime in the 

late J 700s. Did he still have his mason's hammer? 
I did read a long while ago that 

 St. Germain did not wear wigs
The first image here, in armor – bothers me date-wise, Templars being time framed up to early 1300s, so if we remove the number 
1 which had been replanted in J583, we get say 300, then add back the 324 years deleted in 676, we arrive at around the 625 area. 
Thus making the Elizabethan statue the earlier in this line up. Queen Elizabeth 1 died J603. Not forgetting the inhabitants at Court 
were often wont to dress up.  Picture number three would most definitely have been how Voltaire had seen him. 
Then there is Voltaire's letter. Dating in reality at J

.
761 making the mid 20

th
 century he referred to a very long way off, 1,190 years. 

Even for us, in I344, the mid 20
th

 century (1950) is still over 600 years away. The mid 20
th

 century events for us would have been 

the end of WWII , Operation Paperclip, Admiral Byrd's ufo encounters and the likes of Roswell which included time travel. 
Unless, of course it means the REAL mid 20

th
 century – still over 600 years away. The mind boggles at that thought.  

The Age of Aquarius will be just reaching into its cusp by then. 
 

ʺCount Richard Jiamfre  gave Eugenio Siragusa a strange handwritten letter from Voltaire.  

It was addressed to the legendary Count of St. Germain. 

The letter has phrases that fit perfectly with the idea of an alleged ET presence in human history. 
The date on the handwritten letter was June 6, Ɨ761. 

“Your long road through time will be illuminated by my friendship for you –  

even at the time of your revelations about the middle of the 20th century………………. [Being  the origins of Treaty 9 in I933] 

Because of time, the talking pictures will not be able to be stored in its memory.  

May your wonderful flying machines [space craft] bring you back to me.” 

 

 

Well! 

There you have it! 

attire 

although it looks military, it is more probably noble 

Tis a pity Diana Gabaldon gave him a bad rap... 

she is  forgiven  of  course 

 
ST GERMAIN’S PROSPERITY PLAN 

copy and paste 
FALL OF CABAL  

(TRUMP RESCUED MORE THAN 500,000 CHILDREN) 
 

        My apologies for not being able to supply hyper-links 

        the work computer is not connectable to the internet for security. 
 

       

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAL0exvL45Y&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0q7NgmOx4-il0sR15y0RMrQUifshRz4vFUeKTwH16qPqAUhyhy8zebkes
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ST GERMAIN LINES – continue in a forum of his own 
£   147

 2 47 1  L'ennemy grat viel dueil meurt de poifon  The great old enemy mourning dies of poison, 
NELL MEAD ILLUMED:POSITED TRUE REPUTED DIVINE IMMORTAL . VIED AGAINST ANGRY VENGEFUL E'YA-POSEIDON,GERMAYN
ELITE MEN TRIED DEPOSIT DOOM, DISPENSE POISONED INTO AIR AND UUATER FOULED FUTILELY.MOON INVADER OANNES 

  IMPLOSION  OF MEDIEVAL MAN NOTREDAME*. 2 72 2

 NONE SNOOP
 enquire

 GUILE,
 
(except me) LEARN UUAS ELM DATE, YEAR ELEUEN 

 19 9 11 
  

o This is referring to the elite on learning St Germain (and EnKi) are winning, decide to "kill everything if we cant have it". 

o MOLLIFIED GNOME, the word GREY is here too, the grey Romains fuis, Gaule repousse ALIEN ARGUES  SOULS  POSE  2 72 3 

GLAMOUROUS LEISURE. ANOMOLOUS PERILOUS SIEGE     2 72 2 De toutes pars conflit & grande perte:   PROTAGONISTS 

DETECTED: UPSETTING LOAD FACTOR  (of the space planetoid) REPRESENTED PRE FUNERAL (the manner of Nostradamus real death)       

2 72 1 Armee Celtique en Italie vexe see 4 31 EQUIVALENCE ME: (Nostradamus) EERIE LATE EXIT* (equals me: Sept19 2011) 

"you saw me die"  In 4 31 4 Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu Looking south (yes) - hands on breast (yes) – (there are bodies in the fire (in the sky) 
£  1845

10 60 2  Savonne, Sienne, Capue  Modene, Malte    pairs 1 27 3 here, and   C+F+9 58 1 

they 

 
£  1913 1 27 3  Qui pour longs fiecles avoit efté grappé, J557

 That which  for many centuries held  contained,   (stage gate) 

 IKE: GOT  ORAL  CLAUSES ~  TO  GET  LEGAL  PAPER,  SIGN,  N.UU.O.  TREATIES  PACKAGE  PROFILES  ING  PERIL.. 
 REPTILIANS PURPOSEFUL PACK OF LIES PIRATES, , RATTLES SUPERPIOUS STUCK-UP FOOL  CAUTERISE AGE
 PATRICIAN  POPE  CAPITULATION TO SATAN CAPITALIST  (RAPTUROUS  SPIEL IS CRAPULOUS  PILFERAGE) 

 From enslaved populace, chants & demands singing 
 

 

 some of the Germain information began to appear (at last) in this third part of ABBA the book, there 
transpired to be both too much for the book, and enough for a forum of his own. The most mysterious 
man of all times – he who visited Voltaire showing Voltaire a tablet from his future – an I Pod tablet! 

 

 

 

The date on the handwritten letter was June 6, Ɨ761. 

 
“Your long road through time will be illuminated by my friendship for you –  

even at the time of your revelations about the middle of the 20th century 

………………. [Being  the origins of Treaty 9 in I933] 
Because of time, the talking pictures will not be able to be stored in its memory.  

May your wonderful flying machines [space craft] bring you back to me.” 

 

The "flying machines" mentioned are the time travelling orbs witnessed at the 

Twin Towers tragedy, one of which carried St. Germain. 
 

 

 

At the end of the Epistle to Henri II in the J562 edition of the Centuries, pg 133 

is a paragraph in Italics: 
Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.   (Machismo = Patriarchal) AU= golden 

MAD MACHISMO CHARLATAN OBFUSCATIONS AIM DRACONIAN CALAMITIES  
ANATHEMA TO OLD AROMATIC SAINTS  OUTLAST BOAT OBSTRUCTIONS  CUBES,
ABNORMAL FISH-FACED CANNIBAL SATAN MANIAC CONFUSED THERESA MAI  
MACABRE MUSLIM MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM  STAMINA STANDS FANATICAL 
ARTISAN’S ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR, AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE, 

SON-OFABITCH~DEMONICAL. IS CRIB CHAOS BROADCAST IS NOT CENTURIES 
AIM THE SMOOTHER MATHEMATICAL CARDINAL NOT ORDINAL CALENDARS. 
HAS EASIER A.D. MILLENNIUM DATE ACCORD AS FOOD CARCASS BAD TABOO 
BASTARD UATICAN BOöTES TOAD  COACH ISLAM ALLAH CAST HARASS BIRCH 
SUBNASAL DERO COLOSSUS BANDITS ASSAULT SOUL.  CAUSE COOL ALL EARTH 
Petreǣ Provinciǣ 

PRINT EPIC:ERECT NIP RIVER PONCE, RECOVER  RECEIPT INVERTED ‘i’  Immanuel 

VIPER PRINCE CRETIN INVITE NICE V.I.P. OVER PIT – COIN PERVERTER PROVEN INEPT                                         
‘river’ is always Erid.anus  

o  the Elohim Alliances OUTLAST  BOAT  Earth’s  OBSTRUCTIONS OLD AROMATIC  SAINTS  CUBES
o THERESA MAI  once prime minister of UK, who was warned by Trump that an assassination attempt was planned for her 
o MUTANT-HALO ARAB SCUM: the halo life force of DNA becomes damaged when eating torture killed meat (halal) 

 

TIME AMUSEMENT: this is the second time they are laughing at my 

thinking this would be a good way  [hobby]  to fill my retirement 
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o ARTISAN’S Da Vinci ACE CHARISMATIC MENTOR,   Da Vinci’s word for Nostradamus 
o AMBUSHED HIM CLOTHED IN HOSE    “appeared in the artist’s studio dressed in stockings” which was underwear then

o AIM CARDINAL NOT ORDINAL as in Century number five or ʺthe 500sʺ (Cardinal description) as the ʺsixth centuryʺ (Ordinal 

description) yes, I have more recently been doing that,  such as saying the "500s" and not calling it the "sixth century"! 
o SUBNASAL DERO COLOSSUS  these three words contain so much meaning.  Let us begin with the word "sub-nasal" which 

means either 'half nosed' and or 'nose-underneath'. We have been learning that the 'DERO', which Richard Shaver described 

as both very large (colossus) and "deranged robotoid" – use their sinus (underneath the nose) for resonating frequencies utilized 

both as a defensive weapon and offensive, knocking humans out at the prim-ordial brain level. Wiping one's memories, turning 

invisible, and even levitating.† Turns out that this method is applied by all Sasquatch (described as the "ten  foot Yeti" in these 

texts), by the red haired Giants (of Kandahar – see 'red lined' or C+F+ 'redlined' in other forums) and by many current life 

forms undersea and on land. The OTHER part of "SUBNASAL" only came to me this week when connecting the same type of 

grey in various time frames, such as ca.1880 BCE Egypt, -Vatican, Guatemala (with a reset sigil over its head) and crop circles.  
†   "ASYNERGIA" 8 76 3   "PARALYSE GATHERING"  8 97 4, "QUADRIPLEGIA"  2 86 1       
       7 38 2 Picquer viendra fi rudement courir : stolen (abducted) will become so hard to run 

o ASYNERGIA noun. 1. (pathol) lack of coordination between muscles or parts, as occurs in cerebellar disease. The soldiers sent to shoot the 
red-haired giants were rendered unable to move. And a pun on not being synergetic with our planet and nature. 

o 2 67 1 ASKHENAZI FOOL BANKSTERS HAVE REDLINE AROUND RED HEAD, CLUE: VIOLENT CLEVER ANTHEROZOID...  
thus the red haired giant is a hubred plant based creature with high intelligence, as are the DERO, but with lower common sense 

o 2 2 3 SAMPLE ANGEL SPAUUN ANTHERO PLANT GENE ALLELE DERO BRANCH GRANDEST PAN giant crossbred LEGENDS SPRAUUL 
BURGLAR DRAGON CAMELOPARDALUS-HUMAN-BRED ANTHERO DNA MEGA NASAL GANESH DERO ABLE CHANGE APPEARANCE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s       GIANTS ARE AWAKENING 
in the video Charles put up here, the Chimera Group (from Grus formerly Phoenix, then Benu) includes McCain and Soros         
(say the texts) and Chani too    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s 
IN OTHER FORUMS REFERENCES TO THESE GIANTS CAN BE FOUND by C+F+'REDLINE' 

DARN  FAST  MOVING  NEFER  AFFECT  DAN  MONTHS (October and November, end of MA ) NO REFUTING     pairs: 
FALLACIOUS FAMOUS CLAIM MESSSIAH RETURNS: FOULS ENTIRE ATLAS IN END MA“FATAL CARD MODEL” ABHORRENCE 

 

o  
 
 

£   552 
6 52 1 En lieu du grand qui fera condamne, In place of [aclone?] the great one who will be condemned 

 U.N : DRUG ACORN E.D. GIANT DEMON. U.N ARGUED DEEM UUIDE 
QUANDARIES SCENARIO.   DEACONRIES

/universities 
CODENAMED ‘REDLINE’,GIANTS MADE ENCORE AMONG MEN 

this refers to the red haired Kandahar Giant – appears dead but still kills people who go past the red line    (C+F+REDLINE 

in the pdf forums 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhGbmJo230k  10:07   ‘nasal cavity’ resonates – levitation, seeking human DNA 
resonances (“FEE FIE FOE FUM” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kujIUZdwgs     24:30   ‘redline, exploding head’ - Found in Afghanistan, taken to Ohio, live 
ones held under Arizona.    

o IS CRIB CHAOS stealing and or polluting babies with glyphosate, bisphenols, fluoride, gmo 'food'  BROADCAST 
o FOOD CARCASS BAD TABOO the children being ripped apart and put into ‘sausage casings’ as Da Vinci said. Kuru kuru 
o BOöTES TOAD/Bufo  is the king Draco, the “R” in SAMAROBRIN after SAAM,/Anak RIB,/Chertan-Leo Minor  ON/Sirius 
o UATICAN COACHES ALLAH CAST HARASS BIRCH the Muslim caste harassing all Earth an invention by the Vatican 
o RECOVER  RECEIPT INVERTED 
o CAMEO ROLE COHABITS EUCHARIST:   yes, Nostradamus himself! The one pointing up.

 

 e trassele  nel volto al mettitore  the emitter   delle calze. 
 

                    painted Nostradamus in the Last Supper 
the emitter = who comes forth, previous line "in the painter’s studio"  

the  mentor in hosiery  and  [then he] drew his  face within  

mentitore:  prevaricator  calse:  heed them,  calze : stockings 
 he (Nostradamus) who would have been wearing hosiery as fashion

 

Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.  after plucking ‘Immanuel out,’ hoping to get details about the false calendar: 

          

“FATAL CARD MODEL” ABHORRENCE:FALLACIOUS FAMOUS MESSSIAH CLAIM RETURNS:FOULS ENTIRE ATLAS  

 
 

£   504 
6 4 1 Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage, 

Hirudocrown over Orion  CHECK IN, LEFT CHANGED  CALENDAR with added 676 years RESET AGGRIEVES  ALL CF+STIGMATA  VILE ALIEN LEECH/

(IN QUEER ILLEGAL AVARICE, HAGGLE TECHNICALS)        TREATIES  LIARS  CLAUSE  ALLEGED  VAGUE   RECEIVERS. 
IS CIGAR  CRAFT of  UGLIER  IGUANA  SNAKE  FAILURE  RACE 
£   471 

5 71 1 Par la fureur d'vn qui attendra l'eaue, By the fury of one who  awaits the water, (Aquarius?)E'A? 
         Or the flooding of underwater bases… 

AUUAKE LEADER RETALIATED: DR. FAUCI VENUE,[cdc] RATES 
QUARANTINE DEPRIVER, PEDANTIC PATIENTS NARRATIVE FRAUD RAT IEAR DATES 
NITRATED  URSA VRIL UNDER, PAULAREAN (FUNERAL QUAI) PERVERTED U.N.PAUUNS,  
UUANTED ERUPT RADIATES UUARNS      

 And, then, when we actually look at the nasal features of this particular type of grey – it has only half a nose, slits for nostrils! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGXJi2mG16Q&t=89s
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DJGXJi2mG16Q%26t%3D89s&h=sAQEEtEbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhGbmJo230k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kujIUZdwgs
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the word PAULAREAN  means “made into a Vril clone” This is how E T have infiltrated U.N 
It is those from Sirius that prefer a nitrated atmosphere, and Ursa. The word Valiant and Enlil are here too 
4 67 SaturneMarsEfpagneLybiqueMalthe,HereddeRomain 
HELEN PARKS MEAD SOUL:   HEART IN BELEAGUERMENT,  OAFISHLY UNDERMINED HEART.   

 True, too many pizzas (one every week) with not only gmo wheat but TFA oils plus MSG... 
BARELY FELT HUMANE MENAGERIE  DEFT TROLLEY, TIMELY FLYER stargate STAIRUUAY TO AIRUUAY, BUS 
AUSTRALIAN  MEAD-PARKS, OF BUSTING overworking ELDERLY FRAME,  RESTORE  FULLY,  MAKE  BEST  DOER.   
I.E.  ASKING  MY LAUREATE “DO REST FULLY”.   So no longer a “Lay” student, nor a “Graduate”, but a “Laureate” 
DEMI-HUMAN REALLY GENEROUS BENEFIT MEAD PARKS, ALMIGHTY UNDERMINES  UNFORSEEABLE, FEMALE MEAD 
PARKS SURELY MERITING, AYSE, HE BEEN, UNDO HEART BANE, HEADACHES  IN ONN March 20 & H May 13 – June 9) June 4 other lines 

 Heart attack – Feb 2015 C+F+ANGIOGRAM  

 March 20 2016  3 50am climbing sytairs to let dogs out. 7 20 am opening gate, no torch in hand,  blind right eye can see, deaf right ear can hear.  
 June 2016 mutilated sheep, helicopter harrassment 

 Sept. 2016 slipped on ice, prolapsed, broken bone in spine   
 May 26 2017 LUX event       July 2017 hysterectomy 

 

MABVS 27 YEARS 
title: 

IN THIS WORLD THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS CO-INCIDENCE 

or; Why It Seems To Me That Q and its Results Are Real. 
Just like in 10 72 1 where it does not say: 
"In 1999 and seven months". Yet that was the date for the disappearance of JFK Jnr and family! 
(What line 1 of 10 72 REALLY says is this: 
" The year. new centuries one thousand.NON PREFIXED. (non.inte) new seventh month."  
And it WAS the 7th  month of the Julian Kalends –  which is our  October! 
J.582 followed by pope Gregory changing the J prefix to a 1. See EXPLANATION OF THE PREFIXES link is herein 
 

 
End of 2012, seeking original documents written by Nostradamus I fell into an Italian nobleman's private 
library collection of Nostradamus Originals.  
While there I was able to download several of the works  which included a 40 page manuscript titled Monstre dAbvs. 
On returning to this site in later days, it was slammed  shut like a week old bear trap. 
In this book were comments, and a vignette that pointed to an EARTH BEAST – HUMAN CREATURE 
(see here under Haƒcun) which were the same that harassed Phil Schneider... 
The same a Russian Book of E.T. called MAITRE* and the same described as Grayles by Industrial-Military-
Media- NSA-Complex.  Tall, sometimes chalky, long skinny neck. Which these texts called "pedunculated" 
The common denominator is the 27 years "of rule"... 

 
I still need to research how Xerxes relates to Cyrus/Trump 
*MAITRE is the Mabvs     
1:100:2 Au pres de Dole & de Toufquane terre  
APES Sirius FELON, PEDUNCULATED LEON FOE:  
DUE TO TROU-DE-LOUP booby trap PEOPLE.   
SEE OPULENCE elite  FLOUT FAKE ‘NEEDLES’.  
CUED UUALNUT DATE     (Oct 24 – Nov 11) 
o PEDUNCULATED: a polyp attached by a very thin slender “stalk”  
see picture of MÂITRE – noting no nose – do not need air 
Quatrains 2 62,   6 24 that tie in with 8 77  
8 77 
The third antechrist very soon annihilated , 
 (reptilians, due to ice) 
Twenty-seven years bloody war endured,    
(from HGWBush 1990   
The unbelievers are dead, captive, exiled;  
(satanists) 
Blood, human bodies, red water.   hail over  earth. 
10 66 
The London prime minister via  American reign,   
Will burdon the isle of Scotland by ice: 
King and Reb [rabbi] will face an antiEchrist so deceitful, 
( the reptilian-bred Graylw, nephilim, Alcyonese) 
That they will be placed in this conflict all together. 
......................................................................... 
 

  
Hafcun interpretation 
C+F+INDEBTED 
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Nostradamus’ Unpublished Quatrains.  
The following are most pertinent.  
"Mars and the Sceptre  will be conjoined  
Under Cancer calamitous battles;  [now] 
Laus Masbu, [was] anointed as new ruler,  
Who will rule in blood for 27 years."  
Lines 1 and 2 are identical with  6:24.  
"Laus Masbu" probably is "Mabus" C.2:62  
His 27-year reign is mentioned again in the following prophecy:  

"For two decades plus seven the great empire rules.  
Famine, pestilence, blood, tears, wars.  
The Antechrist is joyous and the multitudes  
Cry out because of Xerxes.  

 
An IS-BE can perceive the space and objects created by other IS-BEs. They are a source of energy and illusion. 
3 1 2 from EARTH-BEAST-HUMAN-CREATURE 
PEER'S [Nostradamus'] STUDENT TIES DISSEPIMENT (divided septum, in this instance of the brain, speaks of the two 
brains of the J-Rod 52 entity, the NOETIC entity) who INTERRUPTED THE DENSE 
 the very ''dense'' would be lower life forms i.e. ABUS  
STUDENT is the collator (who has since ''graduated''!) TIES means ''joins'' that is; connects the details 
9 50  3. ALLIES.MISLABEL.ROGUE. LIAR RENEGER ALL MALE MABUS ENTERING;  RELIANT ALIEN AI  ALTERING  LAST LINE GENE 
 INTERREGAL  ISLAM ROLE ELEGI /IAMB ELEGUS BLAGUE. 

"Mabus" is the Old German spelling of Moebius, and means "great adulterer"; OR MOBIUS/strip = Extra Dimensionals 
In the Monstre d’Abvs it is the Grayles from Ophiuchus 
2 62 see in LETTER 32, REINCARNATION also 
Mabus plustost alors mourra, viendra, 
De gens & bestes vn horrible defaite: 
Puis tout coup la vengence on verra,    verrat= boar   verrai=observe 
2 62 4 Cent, main, foif, faim quad courra la comete.  

Mabus BUS MA  in which case  also  so many arrive dying   
Of people and beasts a horrible rout [undoing]: (NANO BOTS) 
Then  quite fully, one observes the revenge 
Centuries, Orion/Betelgeuse [hand], Pegasus  [quad/field] Being, 
yearning, will run the comet  

MABUS = BUS MA moving in October – SUM BA following/equals the late Cancer event 

 
see Monstre d’ABVS 

2 62 1 Mabus puis toft alors mourra, viendra 

Then soon Mabvs will be arriving, wounded 

2 62 2 De gens & beftes vne horrible defaite: 

Of people and beasts a horrible rout [undoing]:  

2 62 3 Puis tout a coup la vengence on verra 

Then  quite fully, one observes the revenge 

2 62 4 Cët, main, foif, faim, quãd courra la comete 

Cetus, Orion/Betelgeuse [hand], Pegasus  [quad/field] 

Being, yearning, will run the [false asteroid] comet 
Cët. short for Cetacean.  Sois: being [noun]  Faim: yearning  Quãd:  
BUS MA  in which case  also so many arrive dying   
tot – early soon enough      Latin: tot   NUM    2 0 X   X X CARD              
so many, such a number of; as many, so many; such a great number of;  
alors     in which case 

puis – finally,  also  mourra – dying     viendra – 

arrive, appear 

see forum EARTH BEAST – HUMAN CREATURE 

and the image MABUS to put with MABVS- in Earth Beast 

Mars and Saturn ("the Sceptre") will conjoin in Cancer in July 2002.  
However, their style does not match that of the genuine quatrains. (11) 
Oppression for all in a troubled world.  
The comet gone, the fish floats on its side  
Pagans rejoice, sin triumphs, Satan’s work is successful,  
The King’s Mother frowns as tears flow on pale cheeks  
And a plague reigns unchecked throughout the land." 

2 79 Grand  C H I R E N  Seline  codes within codes 

R SIR, HINDERING  NICE  ANGEL CLEANER INN GRACES CARE SACRED RING SEES  
HELEN GIRL SINGER REDESIGNS  INDICES 
R SIR CRANE HEN RACE, RAIDS  SNARE, REACH  ING  HERDS  SCARED CHILDREN,  SHRED AS DINNER  (INSANE 
GRINDING, RENDER HEIRS  RIDING  IN  IDLING CIGAR) IN ALES, NAGS, SHIN, HIND  dates May and last 4 months 
GALES  HEADLINES  ALIGNED  HEARD IN ANGER 
GREEN EA RA, LEG, CASS: HER CARDS REIGN –IN HELEN’S HER ICES ENGLISH LINES REELING IN ADEN CRANE HEN’S  
LENIN INNER CADRE HANDS, REINS, IRISH ANU LEGEND NEAR SHIELD [HIDES LEARNING]   HEGELIAN LIES
(READ  CERN DANCER SHRINE  DANGLES  SHINIER LEADEN ; HEALING  IS  HIDDEN  ANGLE  SEAL) 
and right at the moment – Trump is trying very hard to get rid of big pharma and introduce med beds and true 

 medication for healing
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2 62 

BUS MA/Mabus  in which case  also  so many dying, arrive   
Of people and beasts a horrible rout [undoing]: (NANO BOTS) 

Then  quite fully, one observes the revenge 
Cetus, Orion/Betelgeuse [hand], Pegasus  [quad/field] Being, yearning will run 

the comet  

BUS MA moving in October – SUM BA following the late Cancer event 
2 62 
Mabus puis toft alors mourra, viendra 
De gens & beftes vne horrible defaite: 
Puis tout a coup la vengence on verra     verrat= boar   verrai=observe 
2 62 4 Cet, main, foif, faim quad courra la comete. Gaul 

 

 

2 62 1 Mabus puis toft alors mourra, viendra 

2 62 2 De gens & beftes vne horrible defaite: 

2 62 3 Puis tout a coup la vengence on verra 

2 62 4 Cët, main, foif, faim, quãd courra la comete 

Cët. short for Cetacean.Cetus.   Sois: being [noun]  Faim: yearning/hungry for  Quãd:  
BUS MA  in which case  also so many arrive dying   
tot – early soon enough      Latin: tot                  NUM    2 0 X   X X CARD             tot  

NUM   [XXXCX]   

so many, such a number of; as many, so many; such a great number of; 

alors     in which case 

puis – finally,  also  mourra – dying     viendra – arrive, appear 
 

4 27 2 Ou eft debout encor la piramide, 
READ: CLUBFOOT (green greys) REPUDIATE DEMON C  IN M.E. magnetic energy, C IS MABUS MALODOUR CREEP 
4 50 4 Que fept ne tiennent par rang la hierarchie. 
C E.N.E. [Mabus] PREFER THREATENING HER [Earth] - ANTIQUARIAN HELP HEREINAFTER,  APPARENT LEARNING  
AQUAPLANING TECHNIQUE … HENCE INTERPRET.  ENQUIRE FAR REACHING ELEPHANTINE [Cepheus] PATTERN 
THEREAFTER ELEPHANTINE ENQUIRING ANU CRAP (the things the Anu do to create pollution etc) 
4 66 

Sous couleur fainte de sept testes rasces, 

Seront semez diuers explorateurs: 

Puys & fontaines de poisons arrousees, 

Au fort de Gennes humains deuorateurs. 
 

4:66:1Under the disguised color of seven shaven heads 

invisible greys: 1. Tall Whites of Marcab. 2.Mabus/ Maitre. biome/ Ophiuchus. 

3.Grus Chimera/ Igigi/Zeta45/ EBEN. 4. Grayle/soldier. 5.Caeneus/Alpha 

Centauran or 6.Altairan.7. Anapis/Perseus. Diverse spies will be scattered: (NSA                        
4 66 Wells and fountains sprinkled with poisons,     (fracking 

4 66 4 At the fort of Genoa devourers of men.       (from Chertan. CERN? 

arrived out of the Aden sea gate and by jellyfish craft 
 

4:90:4 Chair, pain, ne vivres n'auront un seul boucin. Allan Webber’s spelling 
NEBULOUS UNIVERSE PAIR [E.D.]: IN CHANI VEIN: via computer 
ANSUUER U.N. ELBOUUS/Mabus-Ophiuchus shape shifters in the U.N. 
REASON PAIN BELOUU CHINA,

 (and) 
PARICHIA (curve of false asteroid) 

 

4 90 4 Chair, pain, ne vivecs n'auront un ƒeul boucin.   
IS U.N. UUHORE-CONCUBINE EUNUCH CARPATHIAN BASE VALIANT THOR CROONER PRONOUNCES [UNCLEAN] NAIVE  
UNCONVENTIONAL VIBRANCIES UP, HE IS INNOVATOR OF ‘CONVINCES PUBLIC PAUUN’ NUCLEAR FIERCE FURNACES 
ARE SAFE.  TO SCAN CURVES PANIC, RUIN IN /Yule.  Unclean is a pun on Lepers. Unclean = dirty frequencies RAVEN

ORBS (INNOCENT VALOUR) UUINNER, CONFINE UNNATURAL TECHNICAL 

 NUCLEAR CONNIVANCIES, SPURN AS UNFUNCTIONAL, BURN-UP. [NUCLEAR]  AFFECTS  THE  FIVES’  UNIVERSES 
 o Vulturine and Testudine are the same = LyRan 

6 3 4  Oftera le fceptre coronal de concorde [halo] (ƒ can be S) 
D’OREAN , Tau Ceti  SCEPTRE  Nibiru  CLEAREST  CORONA  N   (Ash tree/Pisces L 
POLES OFF CENTRE, CREATORS  ACCORD  ERECT  TOR  DAN  
DANCE Earth ENDS. REPLACES  ASTERS  OUTER  SPACE  CONCORD  CREEPS  OFF  CENTRE ADORE RAT in October – the ‘great translation’ 

[use] PRESELECTED  LETTER  CODES  ONCE  after RECEPTACLES  computers  RESTORED    wont be me 
R.O. OF  PERFECT  CONCERTO Elohim DECLARE  DEALER  CONCOCTER OF PERFECT CONCERT, texts  CORRECTED  FOOLS 
ATEN/ETNA  COLD  REPELLED  ROTTEN  CREEP OFFENDER  C  Mabvs PESTS, - FEET (Pisces, Madrid fault?) 
LEONARDO  CONCEALED  PERFECT  FORCE Elohim  [concealed]  ROT,   COAT  hides COLDER PROTOCOL , COATS  Earth     

READ LEONARDO  ART  CONCEALED PROOF,  CENSORED  LEO’S  DNA  CLATTERER  (shape shifter) 
ALERT:  LEO ENTRANCED vb  CENTRAL TRADE  RANTED  RECTAL,  pedophilia  DETRACT  LEPERS  LEARN   
 
4 44 3 De nuech l'intrado,see 4 26 3  deBourdeauxvncailhau (the hint to use anagrams) 
HELEN THOU UNAUUARE CUBE EXERT HUX (fishing for) NOUU  HAULED IOU:

  See "CYNIC" 5 99 4 ADDED DOUBLE HELIX.   UUITH ANARCHIC LEONARDO DA VINCI. 
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3 77 4 a) Coflict, mort, pte: 
PROTECT COT from FILM COMPLECT enfold  IS TORT, IMPORT FILM, 
FIT ROT chemtrails  PLOT OF METRIC T,Anu C Mabvs FLIRT 
COMET.  FILM chemtrails TO PROTECT C (Ophiuchus Mabvs) 
3 77 4 b)  à la croix grad opprobre. Le  
READ, RECORD,  BRAG : R.O. RAPID POLAR CORPORAL PRIG 
RIGOR COOL RADIX (source) GROCER BOX  APPAL PROPER  

 

 
3 77 4a) Conflit,mort,perte : 
RETICENT  COMPETENT R.O.  INTERCEPT, TRIM  FELON TRIFLE  
with CONTEMPT, FORM PLOT  POTENT TORMENT 3 77 4b)  a la 
croix grand approbre  
RID PONG ARAB COBRA, GRAND PRIX prize PER POLE  PERIL 

 

 
 o Dissepiment = a division in a piece, a part, an organ, organism. For me, "tying" the 'division' relates to the Copiests 

using copies. They do it with everything. Individual people, (clones/walk-ins),  other aliens such as the Mantid-Mantis, 

the Ancient Elder, certain greys, (like the mole Aiwass-Lam-Eihwiz), domain names, (for instance Q Anon is not Qanon 

nor QAnon) Shape Shifting, holograms, charades.  After all- it is the Copiests which run the media, all media. There are 

at least six types of clones which will appear later.  

 Microsoft "Word" freezes now and then – after having worked for at least an hour on this screen capture was necessary. 

much of this, it just decided to delete it all.  I have learned to screen shoot the work in case it did not save.  As soon as it freezes

I look at it in this light. There are negative entities which do not want certain things known about them. This is one of 

their defense methods. Another is sending website pdfs "404" or removing one and replacing it with another. 

6 59 4 Que feront mis dix fept a martire. That seventeen will be put to martyrdom. followed  "but soon the blame will be known" 

EXTREME Q EXPERTISE AFFIRMATION INFURIATED MARXIST MUTANT TAMPERER, MAIM, TORTURES  DOMINATION 
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From Under Octobre, Novembre 

3. Eftre a l'efcoute tacite LORVARIN, R.O. CALCULATE TUTORIAL CLEVERER FAVORITE TO INTERFERE, AFFECTIONATE 

FAVOURITE IN OF with ALTERNATIVE ELECTRIC (solar/wind power) who CORRELATES EFFECTUAL, RELATIVE TO CREATOR 

(who) TOLERATE CAREFUL INTERACTIVE (time gate visits) IN RETROACTIVE [reincarnated) EFFECTUAL TALE ( the quatrains). 

TO FACILITATE, RE-ERECT ROOF (they had been warning me in several lines that the roof of my new office is unsafe – and it wasn't) 
 

£ 957 1 14 2 Captifs par princes& feigneur aux prifons: Captive by princes and lords [elite] in prisons: 

PRESCIENT XP [joint gods alliance] REINSPECTS CENTURIES SEEING SONS NARCOSIS:  
ASCRIPTIONS ARXU

/Capricorn
 UUAGNERIAN LIAR UUARS.  

R UUEARING CAPTIONS PERSISTENCE SINCE INTERSPECIES R
/Drako

  .  
(R= elder date/Sagittarius)  
† Thus the 5th Dynasty door lintel (under the 19th dynasty Seti I cover-up) was in the time of Snefru/ Marduk with 
Apis changed to Aries the Ram (one is behind the other in the skies) and the previous age of Taurus was 

 not Apis/Bee... (also known as Musca/Fly and Vespa/Wasp)  associated with Apu/Ninurta,
from MillWheel of the Ages 
Apu/Ninurta = James Casbolt 
from Da Vinci Cassettes 
 

£  3448
 7 19 4    May 29 2017  C+F+7 19 4 pairs helicopter and mutilated sheep UUEAPON  EVENT 

 

 

7 19 

The Nicean strength in combat will not embroil, 

By metallic shining will be overthrown: Lux/Flux 
This deed will be debated for a long while, 

Strange and fearful for the rank-and-file. 

 
5 99 4 Quand Rome aura le chef vieux Britannique.   (‘f’ is ‘s’  & ‘i’ is also ‘y’ and ‘q’ = ‘c’ is also ‘k’ ) When the old British chief Rome will have . 

. yes, twice he could 
not believe his ‘cues’ were found. So he ‘checked in’ by a golden cronus visor (while my son in law sat next to me watching tv) 
and the other time was during a ʺpick-up-and-repairʺ, when he asked with giant swathes of skepticism emanating from him... 
“Nell, she finds my cues?” A large arm came over my physical body pointing to an open book to show him. His eyebrows did fly 
up his forehead – removing the wrinkles on his face they went so high. The ‘bell sound’ is exactly how they knock on my door. 

 QUELLS LUPINE PRINCE DELINQUENCY, CAUSED  NON PUBLICLY  BLUE AYSE, TUUENTY,  LAST CARDS CUP QUEEN,
 (IN NUT-NOBLE DATE).  ELECTRON PULSE BURNT, STRIKE  DOUUN INN PEST (INBRED COPYCATS, NO RESPECT) 
ICONS SEND ICY QUEENSLAND (QUEEN’S LAND) SUN CYCLE PICQUED ANU IN QUAIL, CONCERNS BROKEN SCENICAL, 
LUCKY PLEBEIAN, CULPABLE BLACK  LEO PRESIDENT ACCORDED  CLOUDY,  IN BLEAK DARK CANCER SEUENTEEN. 
 NUT-NOBLE DATE  Hazel Nut date is August 4 – Sept 1 and Sept 24 to October 3rd. NOBLE is in Libra Sept 22 – Oct 22 
 QUAIL, first ten days of  Aries-April      BROKEN SCENICAL =  a supervolcano 
  BLUE AYSE, of the Andromeda Council (“tuna blue” says Alex Collier)

  TUUENTY,  allied in the Elohim Alliances

  LAST CARDS CUP QUEEN, painted by Da Vinci hidden in the Last Supper, with Putin peering over her shoulder

 CUP as in Holy Graal:  Casseopea  was once called The Cup.  This Grail was often depicted on Astronomical Maps

  BELL SOUND: yes – announcing They are here. A beautiful little strong toned bell. Guaranteed to awaken anyone.

£  3174
 4 45 4 Tous deƒtranchés, vn en (Lat. behold) fera tefmoing.  All broken up, (beam me up) one witness will behold (quite so, the author collator 

ONE REVENANT 
(the risen dead)

 MISGOTTEN GOUT ERGO USED TIMES-ATOMISER RENNES MONASTERIES STEERSMAN  
SEVEN TRANCHES SOME USED:   TO  DUET SONG CHANTRESS EASTER.  See Is, Can Be, Seven Conduits, Some Used. 
And see 9 100 4 Victory to the vanquished, and anger in the mist (the same thing “all broken up” being beamed away in the Eldridge debacle 
4 45 4  RENNES (time gate) TIMES ATOMISER STEERƒMAN USED ATOMISER MIST … SEVEN TRANCHES conduits OUT~ SOME UƒED,  
GO TO CHANTRESS EASTER  true, two Easters.. 2010, 2012  the first Easter was when trying to scramble out of the recliner due to back damage, and in 

doing so almost put my head right into his belly button. He was standing behind the recliner, in full colour, wearing fashions of the 500s. 

 (Atomiser mist – beaming up) (CHANTRESS 'singer of the verses'/collator)  from A.Webber’s template. GOUT in his hands so saying last 

year of the docteur's life, with the word "revenant" referring to he who was killed Sept 19 2011, returned to July 2nd J566 to be found dead 

4 45 4 continues FORUM  VENDS tells: HEAVENS HUGE STAR STUNS ~ CONFORMANT TO GRAND COMFORT FOR EARTH (stuns the electricity grid 
£  3175

 4 46 4 Ne pafses outre au temps de la bruine. Not passing further than  times of the drizzle. chemtrails!   

AESOP'S
 story teller’s

 AMPUTEE ’Leg’ of Pegasus – the little blue gray that attended me  IS ABLE PERMUTATE 
(shows possible outcomes) 

DESPUMATE
 
UNDESIRABLE SPIDER

 [real or pedophile]
 RUIN. BLADES PASS UUATERS ABLE RID: 

BURIAL SUBEPIDERMAL
(below skin,

 
undergound) 

TUNNEL ROUTE. 
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– does not include the majority of actors and actresses who have adrenochrome in the blood system 
which is proof of their crime. Other signs of foreknowledge are red shoes or soles of shoes, and  pink spectacles. 

LISTE DES 81 PERSONNES 
Allô Christine  3 days ago (edited) 

ARRESTED EXECUTED 

01. Harry Reid (Gitmo) 
02. Susan Rice (Gitmo) 
04. Adam Schiff (Gitmo) 
05. Eric Scmidt (Gitmo) 
06. Debbie Wasserman-Schulz (Gitmo) 
08. Maxime Waters (Gitmo) 
09. Sally Yates (Gitmo) 

 
11. Chuck Schumer (Gitmo) 
13. Peter Strzok (Gitmo) 

 
20. Oprah Winfrey (assignée à résidence) 
21. Ellen DeGeneres ou Degenerous (assignée à 
résidence) 
22. Steven Spielberg (assigné à résidence) since executed 
23. Harvey Weinstein (prison) 

 

 
31. Prince Harry (arrêté et assigné à résidence) 
32. Meghan Markle (arrêtée et assignée à résidence) 
35. Andrew McCabe (Gitmo) 
36. Bill Gates (arrêté et assigné à résidence)Clone 
37. Melinda Gate (arrêtée et assignée à résidence)Clone 

 
39. Mitt Romney (Gitmo) 
40. Anthony Fauci (arrêté avec statut pas encore clarifié) 
41. John Brennan (Gitmo) 
50. James Corney (Gitmo) 
51. Paul Ryan (Gitmo) 

 
53. Eric Holder  (Gitmo) 
54. John Kerry (Gitmo) 
55. Lisa Page (Gitmo) 
57. Samantha Power  (Gitmo) 
59. Quentin Tarantino  (Gitmo) 
69. Angela Merkel (assignée à résidence) 
70. Meryl Streep (assignée à résidence) 
80. James Clapper (Gitmo) 
81. Loretta Lynch (Gitmo) 

Gitmo = Guantánamo. 
Source 1 : https://youtu.be/q6rEId2ampQ  
Source 2 : https://youtu.be/IZqL9U0H6xw  
Source 3 : https://youtu.be/I3xo60ngNJk  
 

03. Donald Rumsfeld (arrêté et exécuté) 
 

12. Ruth Bader Ginsburg (arrêtée et éxécutée) 
14. Elijah Cummings (arrêté et exécuté) 
16. Tom Hanks (exécuté) 
17. Rita Wilson Hanks (arrêtée et exécutée) 
18. Madonna (arrêtée et exécutée) 
19. Lady Gaga (arrêtée et exécutée) 
22. Steven Spielberg (assigné à résidence) since then executed 
25. Le Pape François (assigné à résidence et exécuté) 

 

 
42. George H. W. Bush (arrêté et exécuté) 
44. Laura Bush (arrêtée et exécutée) 
45. Jeb Bush (arrêté et exécuté) 

 
47. James Baker (arrêté et exécuté) 

(exécutée depuis un bon moment) 
 

 
58. Joe Diffie (arrêté et exécuté) 
60. Lee Ferrell (arrêté et exécuté) 
61. Hal Wilner (arrêté et exécuté) 
62. Hilary Heath-Dwyer (arrêtée et exécutée) 
63. Charles Gregory  (arrêté et exécuté) 
64. Matthew Seligmann (arrêté et exécuté) 
65. Joel Rothstein (arrêté et exécuté) 
66. Le Rappeur Fred le Filleul (exécuté et non coronavirus) 

67. Troy Sneed (arrêté et exécuté) 
68. Roy Horn (exécuté et non coronavirus) 
71. Robert de Niro (arrêté et exécuté) 

 
 

74. John Mccain (arrêté et exécuté) 
75. Joel Rogosin (arrêté et exécuté) 
76. John Prine (arrêté et exécuté) 
77. Lee Fierro (arrêtée et exécutée) 
78. Adam Schlesinger (arrêté et exécuté) 
79. Huma Abedin (arrêté et exécuté) 
Les clones : https://youtu.be/qr64wsNkm80 

Il est précisé que vous devez croire aux clones car il s'agit de la réalité. Les personnes que vous voyez encore 
actuellement ne sont plus les vraies, même si vous les voyez à la télé. Ceux-ci ont les oreilles beaucoup plus collées, 
ce que l'on peut constater.  at end of June 2020  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZqL9U0H6xw 

 
 

https://youtu.be/q6rEId2ampQ
https://youtu.be/IZqL9U0H6xw
https://youtu.be/I3xo60ngNJk
https://youtu.be/qr64wsNkm80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZqL9U0H6xw
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£   566 6 66 1 NOUU  UUE  ALONE  ƒELECT UUELL.  UNFOMENTED earlier in  OS  (Capricorn) A (Cassiopeia  DEFAULT 
ENCODEMENT DEMENTED SCENE  ~                   LAMENTED END FOUND NOUUELL 

6 100 
LEGIS CANTIO CONTRA INEPTOS CRITICOS 

Quos legent hosce versus maturè censunto, 
Profanum vulgus & inscium ne attrectato: 

Omnesq;  Astrologi, Blenni, Barbari procul sunto, 
Qui alter facit, is ritè sacer esto. 

6 100 
INCANTATION  OF  THE  LAW  AGAINST  INEPT  EXPERTS 

Let those who read this verse think on it deeply, 
Let the profane (media) and the ignorant herd keep away: 
And far away astrologers idiots and barbarians of all kinds 
He who does otherwise is subject to the secret codes 

“Omnesq” in archaic French means “all seeing – all knowing” but this is Latin where “omni” means “all” or “many” and “esq” 
has become Esquire is cognate with the word squire, which originally meant an apprentice or assistant to a knight. The title 
"Esquire" has been used continuously since it was created in the late 14th century and many uses continue uninterrupted today.  
For example, in the Most Venerable Order of the Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem, "Esquire" is the most junior title.  
In the United States, the suffix Esq. designates individuals licensed to practice law, and may now be used by both men and women 
Thus, once again Nostradamus is conveying via one of his hybrid words an intention easy to see. That he speaks of “idiots” 
and “barbarians” (uncouth/elite) is related to “the most junior  (inexperienced) licensed to act  [in this manner]” 
Thanks to the hidden texts we have learned that ''barbare'' means ''Azkhenazi'' which are now what we call the ''elite'' and 
who, it might be added, are hell-bent on banning ''esoteric'' knowledge (the same which dispersed Adam and Eve) 

Omnesq;  if it were used in French – seems to indicate an “all seeing” [omnipotent] “all knowing” overseer of these fools.  
ASTROLOGIBLENNIBARBARI codes within codes because they have “unnecessary” capitalization: 

[The] Librarian As (god of the Aettir/Aesir) belongs orbit - librarian E [Hero grey] got lobe brains (two brains – an E.N.E)  
Librarian tangible oboes (trump ets Lyran) list barge (Earth) ~ boon relation absorbing all R [Draco] Rib (Leonines) -  

2 18 4  La mort de fept terre & marin fubites. Land and sea abrupt death for seventh  (planet Earth)    
IS PORTS  REFRAIN singer INFORMER FARMER MELBANellREFORM REMAINS FROM SINE IN AIR – IN EAR DATE RAT 

(one of the woodcuts) …?  yes  
o the woodcut with R.O.-Cassiopeians downing a rectangle/cylinder craft 
R.O. TURNS OFF PETTIER TERRIBLE REPTILE BASTARD (Prince of dark-unseen men)  PRIMES DART  ABRUPT 

 
(RETARDED ELITE TREMBLES FROM RUSSIANS REFORMATTED PUTIN) 

 
AIM BLAST MI MATURED ABLE  ƑINE INFORMER REPORTER’S  BETTER FORUMS REPUTATION MID TERM  BETUUEEN SORREL 
TREE (May 13 – June 9)  AND  OTTER (Oak date June 10 – July 7) … (this is the date just prior to the surgery, July 12) 
R.O., UR PATRIOT E.T  LT., STEMS LAME MEAD (MERITS MEDAL), PERTURBATOR. (disturber)  AIM FORTUNATE TRIP: PORTS ALERT 

{Nell]   (ship)  MELBA MET AT ABATTOIR  IN STAR BOAT  ITEM/cube , NOT REMEMBER  IT
(true, my place was once an abattoir and yes that is where portal events happened before) …  

TOAST cook  FEARSOME BAPTISMAL RATTLER  PART-TIME MURDERERS –READ: OAR/Mantids SINE E.M.R.  
 

o (see ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  see   
o : see Roman woodcut in ALIENS, HUMANS & INTERVENTION  

 

3 100 3 Force & terroir en moment explore, Force and land in a moment explored,   by satellites 
INTERPRETER EXCEL,   REFLEX [reflects]  NO ERROR – 
SOON  EXPERIENCE  MORON  FORM  LETTER,  NOT MORE  COMMON  (uncommon)  REPERTOIRE.        
R.O.  E.M.R.  MORON  OR  MORE   ‘’Moron’’ is always the squatters 
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R.O. TO MNEMONIC REFLEX REPORTER: (the collator) ONE [E.Yah] PREFER EXTREME CONTROL IN ROOM –.  INTERPRETER [collator] 
EXCEL FROM ROOM CORNER.  REFER EXPERIMENT CONTROL ROOM, (jump room co-ordinates)  

o Yes, I recall, October 2013 a ‘’looking glass’’ event in my main room which I did take to be someone other than Nostrad. 
appeared in the corner next to the TV as a large Therses 

R.O. IMPLEMENTOR EXERT CORNER [orbit] IN OS (other lines also say to be in ''queer cave in Capricorn'') 
MI [Nostradamus] R.O. MENTOR RECENT EXPLORER OF ROOF OF REPORTER – ROOF NOT EXCEL.   

o Quite so, this must have been what the strange sudden light coming down from nowhere right next to the security camera was! 
Quickly we grabbed the security camera to see it. Camera card was full, how frustrating. Then, as the builders were leaving I 
asked them what might be wrong with the “centre of the roof”? They had not bolted the rafters back having removed the 
middle ones to lay a ceiling. 

R.O. REFLEX (reflects) POOR ROOF CENTRE , REFER EXERT [make it cooler] COOLER, which is exactly what the new ceiling was all 
about!  R.O. REFLEX  REFER E.T.  PROTON POE,human combustion NORTH NEAR COOPER… 
(my sister is a Cooper and she is near Brisbane, so the 'Poe' human combustion effect will be there – in Capricorn?) 

These are a reference to  
5 4 2 Sera fasche' de l'etrange alliance  Vexed by the alien alliance 
INCREASE SHELTER NEAR ACACIAS IN ALLEGED FEN AFAR (Australia, but also the date of Aquarius)  
(alleged wetlands, which are not always wet… collators place)  (the  ''air raid shelter'' is right next to 2 Acacia trees!) 
1 80 3 Puis naistra monstre de tres hideuse beste. Then a monster will be borne of/from a very hideous beast:Sarru 
INDEBTED AS [god of the Aettir] SUSPENDS SERIOUSNESS THIS TEMPERATURE THEREABOUTS  

(the area where the Acacia trees are) what may seem personal to me will also apply to other people 

 

 

 

 

2 18 4 
 (one of the woodcuts)  

…?  yes  
o the woodcut with R.O.-Cassiopeians downing a 

rectangle/cylinder craft 
  

(Prince of dark-unseen men)    

 
 

 
4 91 1 Au duc gaulois contraint battre au duelle. For /to the gallic leader  pressured to battle by duel, 

GUARDIANS RATE EDUCATIONAL - ENSURE ALLOCATE UNCROUUD'D IN OUTCAST TENTACULAR BLED NEGATIUES UUARNED 
"TO BE  ICED" CAT DATE 2023 

 
o the word BLED here is in the French – meaning the boondocks, riff raff etc 

o  = Allan Webber and Helen Mead-Parks 

o  

o  
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LINKS PUBLISHED AT WEB BY THEIR TOPIC 
 

 
THE 

BOOK 

and 

details 

behind 

it 

 
The red flag 

has been 

appearing on 

PDF events 
that seem to 

be 

recognised 

by those 

placing the 
red flag – 

who work for 

i.s.r.a.e.l 

  

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ABBA-the-Book-INTRODUCTION-13h-
February-2020-encrypted.pdf

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/July-7th-2o2o-ABBA-
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS-12-56-pm.pdf  
 

 
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/AUTHORS-BIBLIOGRAPHY-PROVIDED-
BY-THE-TEXTS-Oct-2-2019.pdf 
 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/ELOHIM-ALPHABETICAL-ORDER-at-May-
28-2015.pdf 
 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/1-Allan-Webbers-Template-Part-
Two.pdf  
 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/1-Allan-Webbers-Template-Part-
One.pdf 
 

redflagged  last page 
And another turned up June 2020  about being ready for that date – in Explanation of the Prefixes maybe 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/COMPARING-RESULTS-from-the-
COMPUTERS-program-DA-VINCI-the-Doctor.pdf 
 

  
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/HEART-AND-GATES.pdf 
 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/2-44-Eagle-is-chased-off-by-other-birds-
UPDATED-26-May-2014.pdf 
 

 

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ABBA-the-Book-INTRODUCTION-13h-February-2020-encrypted.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ABBA-the-Book-INTRODUCTION-13h-February-2020-encrypted.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/July-7th-2o2o-ABBA-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS-12-56-pm.pdf
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http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/LETTER-32-REINCARNATION-Nov-7.pdf 
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http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/ANDROMEDA-COUNCIL-BOOTS-UP-THE-
PYRAMID.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Excerpt-from-the-Monstre-d-ABUS.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/ALA.luSATAN.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/ALIENS-LIE.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Da-Vinci-GWEN-SARAN.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/UNDER-THE-YEAR-OCTOBER-NOVEMBER-2017.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/The-Sixains-part-one-OUR-FUTURE.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/THE-SIXAINS-PART-TWO.pdf 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/CENTURY-11-The-Sixaines-contd-PART-THREE.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/1-CENTURIES-12-June-21.pdf

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/7-73-PRESENTED-TO-VULCAN-Part-One1.pdf 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/YELLOWSTONE-COLLECTION.pdf
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One of these arrived 2013 (just prior to our orbit changing) and the other in 2018 

many times larger than Earth, they divide into smaller cubes 

  

 

 
Area 51 being in the western hemisphere we can be 

assured that this black cube technology is from negative 

visitors. Left image – black cube arriving 

 

 9 30 3 b) AISE IRE: HEEDLESS CALIPHS  [Kaaba] 
EERIER CUBE  (black cube over Rio, El Paso Texas 
M.DISCLOSE TV|BY GREY EL PASO    C+F+ 3 44 1 
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WITH DNA HALO – see Lam  

14 Branches each with 6 strands = 84 
ROME 

HAND SIGNAL OF A SATAN 
EGYPT 

NOT KNOWING WHAT DYNASTY 

  
Circled in black = Sirius Vril craft 

Yellow oblong = the reset symbol 
Red vertical oblong the same Sirius grey 

Blue circle = a particle collidor 
dark red square is a  Guatemalan 

The long head is an "Ant" being, not a mantid and I believe 
it is these which are the "herders", that "saved" the Hopi 

Prince Wills owns all the particle collidors via SerCo. 
£   504 

6 4 1 Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage, 

 VILE ALIEN LEECH/Hirudo crown over Orion  CHECK IN, LEFT 
CHANGED  CALENDAR with added 676  years  RESET AGGRIEVES  ALL 

Although this grey is not the same square jawed one 

it does relate.  First see the stigmata – a sign that 

imprinted humans revere, having been taught to do 

so. 

Down at the bottom is an ibis headed creature – Ibis 

is as Benu is as Grus. The ring dead centre is a 

chronus visor – inside a particle collider. This grey is 

the Aiwass-Lam of Aleister Crowley who told him it 

came from Sirius – hence Ahpee, the name Crowley 

gave his favorite lover. 

18th dynasty medallian. Shortly you will read that 

Ahpee/Sirius and Leech/Orion are affiliated 

 

The texts have stated there is a "mole" (Eihwaz pron. Ewe-iz) in the Casseopean ranks & they are aware of it. 

Perhaps, like Trump is doing, allowing via enough length of rope that they will 'prove' themselves. 
 

On page 31 is an image of a very young one of these greys mummified, and of an adult COPIEST version. 

These are NOT related to the Younger Elder which Chani (Bran-St Michael) and Nostradamus have become or the true 

Elder in the Sparsholt crop circle kept secret from us from that day, the same day the infamous grey appeared in another 

crop circle. We have learned very little about the message conveyed either in the disc nor in the vertical tablet the real 

Elder holds, other than a couple of hints in these texts: 
5 67 2 Sens au convert rout nud s'expolier:   aphesisG 
 the word SERPENS is in this line (of 1 10)  the Black Knight,  from Arcturus-Bootes and Serpens are boundary neighbors 

 OUR DEVOUT SORT EXECUTE TURN ELDER CROP VORTEX NEXT. DISCOVER UUEIRD DISCLOSURE VERTICAL LEXICON CONTEXT 

 CONTORTED CROP  ELDER VOLUNTEER WROTE SAVING, DIVORCES  UUORST AIRLORDS  CERN INNOVATOR  CONVULSION  .  

UUONDERS AT VALOROUS DESIRES  EXTINCTION IN  RAVEN/yule   UUORST AIRLORDS = EnLil & Semyase  WROTE SAVING saving  the Living Library 
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Nostradamus said: 

Islam '' in spite of all the ambiguous opinions surpassing all natural reason, expressed by Mahomet''     

Nostradamus, Preface to Cesar – guidance to his son – and Nostradamus in his  Epistle To Henri II, he also 

laid the Tripod smoke screen, since the word tripod appears no where else. 

 

  
from MrMBB333-HOUSTON good catch Rhonda      Remember this? 

 

and this? 

I wonder if we will see the second one, with its "halo" 

Maybe the one above is the second one 

 

 
4 49 2 Que du haut ciel ne viendra efloigner: Which  from  high heavens  arriving  not  moving away 

LEONARDO DA VINCI, HE KEEN FOR FUTURE ART GUILE 
ART HELD  GUILEFUL  HERON  HEN  CREATURE  THAT  HELEN  ACQUIRED  :  GAVE  FULL  ERUDITION. 
 

 For me, finding things 

that look like other 

things in among the 

clouds is not my 

"thing". 

Sometimes, just 

sometimes, there is 

cause for pause. 

The shot on the left is 

not the same type of 

"cloud" at all as any of 

the others. 

To the right is another 

of those large 

elephants in the 
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If you have been reading any of the previous pdf forums regarding Giza you will have 

seen references to Bambara-Kariong along with images.  
Some of you know I was there at Brisbane Waters National Park with my great uncle Ray (a "bush 

ranger") and secretary of The Flora & Fauna Protection Society of NSW in 1958, when I was ten. 

That Uncle Ray took me to many secret original people's "communication" sites which depict 

astronomy and galaxies. Warning me never to tell anyone. 
This I never did – until one day in recent years, on ABC TV News I saw an item regarding the 

Bambara Walls  

grubberment was representing as a hoax done in 1964. 

Being one who never let anyone get away with crap like that,  (as these texts said – 1 75 1 "SHE LETS 

NONE TYRANNIZE, NOT ONCE")  it became a matter of calling Steven Strong to see if I can do 

anything. 

Short story long (well that's how it goes) with my ire right up – and getting a few details right by 

contacting my little sister – who knew the exact months I had been living with my great aunt and 

uncle – off I barged into the Magistrate's office to get a Statutory Declaration done.  

And now – we have this. Around the 20 minute plus mark Steven was showing us 

Pleiadian† skulls - explaining how important this archaeological site is – for the entire world 

describing what grubberment are up to at the moment made me feel truly physically sick. 

There is a reminder here. When these texts speak of "the Pleiadians" it is referring to those 

star systems which have been invaded that we know of, such as Atlas, Alcyone and Maia. 

Pleione may also be at risk. People forget there are nine named stars in that autonomous 

"heap" of the Pleiades, which has over 40 stars in its system that could each warrant 

naming as well. These were the stars of John Dee's "Forty  Angels", he who was taken to be 

evil due to general ignorance, in the same way Ursula Southeil (Mother Shipton) was 

vilified for knowing too much.  

Nostradamus also, has his fair share of ignorant accusations. 

The same goes for Chavigny, and for that tormented soul Filippo Notredame  who 

renamed himself Giordano  Bruno. 
 

EVAN AND STEVEN STRONG 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrOAlfiljGg&feature=share 

Out of Australia’s Steven & Evan Strong share an Aboriginal world-changing 
Pleiadian prophecy 
Hi Everyone, 

We attached a fair few links here, two are about the article (Read more link And Watch Link) and 

the others about our next Online Conference. What has turned up recently is talk of a massive 

development at Kariong only 100's metres away from the walls and many other sites. In our 

presentation we are going to set up a format for each person to join in protecting this site. 

Cheers. 

Online Conference More Info: 

https://www.ouralienancestry.net/ 

Tickets: 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/our-alien-ancestry-what-comes-next-chapter-2-online-tickets-105908320638 

Article Read More: 

http://forgottenorigin.com/dingoes-and-denisovans-ancient-genetic-anomalies-or-new-genetic-realities 

Watch: 

https://youtu.be/jcHp8ZCtKmE 

Our latest book "Between a Rock and a Hard Place" is now available to purchase. 

 Click here for details. 

Have you seen our book preview video? Click here 
 

†Pleiadian – see Ursa Major  next page 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrOAlfiljGg&feature=share
https://www.ouralienancestry.net/
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/our-alien-ancestry-what-comes-next-chapter-2-online-tickets-105908320638
http://forgottenorigin.com/dingoes-and-denisovans-ancient-genetic-anomalies-or-new-genetic-realities
https://youtu.be/jcHp8ZCtKmE
http://forgottenorigin.com/e-store
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jagrN2i8-8&feature=youtu.be
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From  "Egyptians In Australia Part 4" video 
Most real archaeologists such as Steven and Evan Strong comprehend 

that hieroglyphs can be read in at least three different formats.   What 

one glyph says to a layman , says something else to a trained 

archaeologist (like Steven and Evan) and the very same will say 

something different to an alkhemycal priest.  For instance; One who 

studies the celestial wheels and transformation of gold to ormus. 

You will notice Steven speaking of "Orion facing the wrong way" 

First it would be Orion to us,  but to them in those days it would be Osiris, who 

was depicted facing the other way! 

Second the Giza pyramids were not built 4,500 years ago, the causeways were. 

For other reasons, these Kariong glyphs can be dated to match the 5
th

 dynasty 

door lintel in the 19
th

 dynasty Seti I tomb, the one showing us the aerial refueller, 

helicopter, one man jet, bathysphere and the same two cartouche. One bearing 

the sigil of Apis the Bee and the other of The Goose Returning (Cygnus). 

Third we have just recently learned in the pdf forum "Explanation Of The 

Prefixes", that the constellations overhead have reversed and did so during or 

just after the time of Hevelius, that up to  same day of Hevelius, 
J611 -687

 

Nostradamus (say J555) his vignettes also show these star formations  presented 

in reverse to how we see them today!  

The first I could find seen as we see them  today is dated  J719. 
The dots for me begin with the line of Thutmose, the Tulli Papyrus is attributed to the times of Thutmoses III., father of  the 

Amenophis-Amenhotep  line. There is a cliff sculpture on Mars that seems to be Amenophis II, grandfather of Ikhnaten – whose 

DNA was recently proven to be other than 100% from Earth. 

The stele above left shows him wearing "Jacob's ladder" on his sporran, and the same for the 4
th
 dynasty pharoah seen in 

Guatemala.  I say 4
th
 dynasty because  the red deshret  crown  did  not become  joined with the white  hedjet crown until around 

2600+ B.C., which is the supposed timing for the crowns to be joined in 5
th
 dynasty. 

So now we can comprehend why  the bear Ursa Major is in reverse.                           †Pleiadian next page  

The very reason I have placed him horizontally is the Ladder.  I say "him" because Arcturus is the "she bear".   

 

†Pleiadian ... 
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There is a small caveat to be made regarding the word Pleiadian. 

During the course of these hidden works, we have seen warnings, first, that   

Second, that of the nine named stars in the Pleiades, at least three have been invaded by Anakim reptilian DNA, these we 

were told by Nostradamus in the Epistle to Henri II are "the second (and third) people from before Christ". The AnteChrist. 

Third, in detail – the skulls Steven showed  in the video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrOAlfiljGg&feature=share 

bear no resemblance to the beautiful features of those we have been suckered into thinking of as  "Nordics">†† 

Even the article by Linda Moulton Howe "Interview With William" regarding Reptilian Roundup (crocodilian) seemed to be 

accompanied by "tall blondes". 

>†† see the pdf forum 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/THE-NORDICS-SUMMARY.pdf 
 

(see the pdf forum 'GIZA CONSTRUCTED  WHILE IN THE SOUTHERN  HEMISPHERE' and  'RESETS') the links are herein. 

To Evan 

Engraved mobile rock faces - found under Bosnia etc = Interstellar ley lines on intra stellar trade routes 

Parallel lines are “stages” of “jacobs ladder” (stage gate)  which the bell represents (docking bell) 

You will see the ladder on a flat ground boulder… going towards the bear 

Seen also on 4th-5th  dynasty sporran, in Egypt (Thutmose line)  and deshret crowned pharoah at  Guatemala 

Fish-kangaroo-boomerang rock – seen it? 

Pisces (southern skies) kangaroo = perpetual fertility,  boomerang = stage gate/ 
 

Strongly begging you ~ on my knees asking you to watch this video 
http://forgottenorigin.com/yuukan-gorge-one-day-a-week-after-canberra-and-now-kariong-will-it-ever-stop

These Pleiadians CAN read minds, and need no king The SUBNASAL PIMP grey 

from LEECH/ crown over Orion allied Sirius 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrOAlfiljGg&feature=share
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/THE-NORDICS-SUMMARY.pdf
http://forgottenorigin.com/yuukan-gorge-one-day-a-week-after-canberra-and-now-kariong-will-it-ever-stop?fbclid=IwAR2GLBZAeIACB64Sv_tgWE8kDryVIj4Z1txP6SuvqTqjMUoiInfYHhThIWA
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Egypt ca.pre 18
th
 dynasty Ecuador – see reset sigil Vatican 14 strand DNA recent 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RESETS-from-ca-705BC-ca-33AD-and-

676AD-February-9th-2020.pdf 

 
 

near Lahun: Dynasty ca 1880 BCE of Senusret II discovered 2012  
by Dr. Viktor Lubek, professor of the University of Pennsylvania 

3 44 1 from Black Cube Caliph (AlaLu)                                SUBNASAL and see the mouth 

 

 
The Copiests Elder, SUBNASAL  see the mouth 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RESETS-from-ca-705BC-ca-33AD-and-676AD-February-9th-2020.pdf
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/RESETS-from-ca-705BC-ca-33AD-and-676AD-February-9th-2020.pdf
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http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/A-TRUE-DATE-FOR-THE-GREAT-PYRAMID.pdf

9,200 BCE add from 1 CE to now = circa, around  9,200 B.C. [Gantenbrink's date] add where we are now: + 
1,344 CE  at  "2020" = 10,544 years ago.  

What did Dick Allgire say? He said "after the first ones left, another arrived". 
link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJz0mm8cSt4  
What astronomical date was Gantenbrink's robot positing? The one above. 9,200 BC 
ʺCompare this to the astronomical ‘clocks’  It matches the 9,200BC - 9,500 BC lineupʺ 4  

4 [REALLY 9,876~ 11,176 BC & C+F+CAYCE]  August 2012  
1, 3 Engraved on the ceiling above GANTENBRINK’S robot  PROBLEM being: all computer starmaps are 676  years forward  

 

I still think the Y2K fiasco which re-timed all computers, was around 700 years "out" of whack. The 676 years. 

On reading the 14 Clay Tablets of Endubsar – it seems most likely that returning to Giza to begin re-

construction  - "in Leo Rising" and this would have been planet-wide - was because or consequent to the 

Younger Dryas Event. Which may or may not have been a result of a passage of the Nemesis solar system. 

Leo, the Age of, began around 10,373 BC. You will hear "experts" quote the Y.D. as "12,000 years ago". If we 

were really in the 21st century, maybe. 

The date for the Y.D.E is consistent between various scholars (of ice rings, dendochronology and geology) 

for the period between 10,000 to 10,700 B.C. And look at that – a 700 year stretch. But still right for Age of Leo 

It seems the Younger Dryas event can take the blame for that reset. 

Edgar Cayce in '1932' (88 years ago) had said 'completed 10,390  B.C.' calling  B.C.E.  "the return of the 

Prince".  first was a mention of the north  polestar during construction... we have learned that Giza seeCayce's Q&A reading 5748

was designed and constructed while in the south. Asking also, did Cayce know the word Prince meant Sirius? 

When reading this Question and Answer between Cayce and his channelled entity – a couple of 

discrepancies jumped out at me... a thing that is always at the forefront now that we know those who went 

to Billy Meier, George Adamski and others (like Valiant Thor) arrived in Vril craft. And that channellers in the 

western hemisphere (such as Edgar Cayce and Delores Canon) were receiving their details from the likes of 

the Alpha Centauri Caeneus tricksters – yes, even Edgar Cayce!  

Do you know why this disturbs me so?   Because the very same may be happening to me in many ways. 

That these visiting entities go to so much trouble to validate their visits with the truth – such as all the medical 

advice given to Edgar Cayce and Delores Canon, and Billy Meier  only to intertwine those truths with contra-

dictions, misdirection and misinformation. An example of the latter is the so called Nostradamus information 

channelled by Delores Canon that we can now see was clearly a smoke screen hiding the truth. 
 

Already other lies jumped out at me regarding other channellers, all of it pointing to the so called Pleiadians 

channelling the unsuspecting Barbaras (two of them) and telling them outright lies. Had I not followed up on 1 42 4 

from all three publications while the docteur was still alive, i.e: J555, J557 and J562 – in which lines four contain 

really contradictory information,we would not have known that Quantum Fields were comprehended by scholars 

in 1055 (J731) writing about receiving the information from archaic Greeks (see in 3 44 1 previous page), nor orme. 

   
appears in Adriatique Antechrist Charles 

Shars of Nibiru 

A Fill-InWhile Working On Armageddon 

Explanation of The Prefixes 

Da Vinci GWEN Saran 

Most Important Presage Come True 

where ʺor ʺ is gold/gnowledge, "osdu " is DNA. ʺAmantʺ is black diamond/ebony/ornament (Nostradamus 3 94) and Pselyn 

refers to Michael Psellus the Younger (monk) who wrote both The Cronographia and Daemonibus, but also Prelin: 

where I learned from Nigel Offord that the word Gotique was not used after the late 500's. It seems that once pope Gregorius 

introduced the "Gothic Calendar" in October J582, that was about it. Used only to differentiate from the Julian seasonal Kalends 

Prelin: as a hybrid Latin word, means  prae – to go on before, in front of prelum/preli = to squeeze relin- return, again 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/A-TRUE-DATE-FOR-THE-GREAT-PYRAMID.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJz0mm8cSt4
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The difficulty and uncertainty in assigning dates ca  n be illustrated by the following list for Dynasty 12. The exact 

lengths of reign are problematical. The figures listed below are as given in the monuments, Manetho, and those 

assigned by Breasted and Petrie.1 The conflicting figures may convey to the inexperienced reader the problems 

facing scholars trying to arrive at correct figures for Egyptian chronology. 

Manetho Names & 

Years Monument Names & Years 

Petrie: Years 

of Reign 

Breasted: Years 

of Reign 

Approximate Revised Dates & 

Bible Events 

Ammanemes   Amenemhet I
†
 20 20 20 

1688 

B.C. Joseph to Egypt 

Sesonchosis 46 Sesostris I* 32 42 42 1668 Joseph 
vizier

Yuya 

    

*grey mummy found in 

princess tomb       1661 Famine begins 

Ammenemes 38           Famine ends 

Amenemhet 30   10 32 32 1626   

Sesostris 48 Sesostris II 28 19 29 1594   

Lachares 8 Sesostris III 44 38 38 1565 

Joseph
   died 1589 BCE 

Yuya 

†
 Amenemhet I  direct descendent to the Thutmose family- those of the Tulli papyrus 

 

The Great Pyramid of Giza: The Mystery Solved 

(Complete Version)                                   1:42:55 

 “A SECOND GROUP OF VISITORS ARRIVED AFTER THE 

FIRST GROUP LEFT”       

from Bennu followed by Cygnus-LyRa, now Orion 
to establsih the oldest (while Giza in the south) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJz0mm8cSt4 

See 

Alien Bust – Petrie 

A wall relief one of the four previous "pimp saints" 

A wall relief with Tall robed Grayles, from Cygnus. 

The golden bust with and without head dress. 

Mummified one in a Senusret Princess  tomb. 
MY MOON PHOTOS  

  

NOT SUBNASAL – no nose at all,  very different mouth 

The bigger question is this: 

Even though Remote Viewer Dick Allgire said the first lot of aliens which did re-build the Giza Pyramids
 [in Leo Rising] 

left – why? 

Then he said a second lot of aliens arrive – why? 

and here we can see a third type! 

With the next image giving us a fourth  type – without counting any of the genetically spliced 'gods' made in the Giant's base 

under Bucegi. With tunnels all the way from Caucasus to the Cave of Bennu Birds on Giza (the long 'legs' of the "Crane"). 

found by Wm Flinders Petrie 

very close to the two larger 
pyramids on Giza.  

It was said that no sooner 
had he made some startling 

finds – he shut down that dig 
and took off for Saqqara. 

The craft here are also seen 
at Kariong. 

The entity has no nose. Yet 

the lips indicate that it eats. 
The LyRan breathe via their 

skin, but not oxygen . 

https://answersingenesis.org/archaeology/ancient-egypt/a-correct-chronology/#fn_1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJz0mm8cSt4
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The Tall Grayles from Bireo in Cygnus with pre –dynastic Horus. circled are the "subnasal" and the turned down mouth type 

Lost Papyrus of Thutmoses III Reveals Extraterrestrials Visited Ancient Egypt 

One of the most intriguing ancient texts, the Tulli Papyrus chronicles one of the earliest mass UFO sightings. 
http://alternativenewsproject.org/newsletter-rss/article/unexplained/lost-papyrus-reveals-extraterrestrials-visited-ancient-egypt-1/ 

The Aten theology began with Thutmoses III (CA 1480BC)  concidental to his SCRIBING the  TULLI  PAPYRUS 

Between Hatshepsit/ ca. 1479–1425 B.C. Amenhotep II ca. 1473–1458 B.C. Thutmose IV ca. 1427–1400 B.C. 
Amenhotep III ca. 1400–1390 B.C. (father of Amenophis IV/Akhenaten) 

that is: between 
Thutmoses III ca. 1492–1479 B.C. and Akhenaten /Amenophis IV 1390–1352 B.C. 
(a hundred forty years, which were 360 days each at the time) there also reigned (amongst others): 
Hatshepsut, Amenhotep/Amenophis II, Thutmose IV, and Amenophis III. The latter (father of Akhenaten)                                          
in his coffin showing the rictus of having been poisoned, as did Hatshepsut. 

Amenhemat III,  (1878-1849) became pharaoh ca 1842BC, pharaoh of the vizier Yuya/Joseph (the only commoner 
buried in the Valley of Kings). 
Some scholars have Amenemhat dated ca 1840 BC, if Yuya/Joseph was his dream interpreter – the date cannot be 
correct, since Yuya was grandfather to Tutankhamun of around 1336BC – 1327/5 according to the Met. Mueseum et 
alia 
the dates of 1840BC need looking at somewhat. Yuya was grandfather to Tutankhamen, in the 1300s BC making it 
impossible in a linear generational line to be the vizier of Amenhemat III 

The Aten theology began with Thutmoses III (CA 1480BC)  concidental to his SCRIBING the  TULLI  PAPYRUS 

Between Hatshepsit/ ca. 1479–1425 B.C. Amenhotep II ca. 1473–1458 B.C. Thutmose IV ca. 1427–1400 B.C. 
Amenhotep III ca. 1400–1390 B.C. (father of Amenophis IV/Akhenaten) 
that is: between 
Thutmoses III ca. 1492–1479 B.C. and Akhenaten /Amenophis IV 1390–1352 B.C. 
(a hundred forty years, which were 360 days each at the time) there also reigned (amongst others): 
Hatshepsut, Amenhotep/Amenophis II, Thutmose IV, and Amenophis III. The latter (father of Akhenaten)                                          
in his coffin showing the rictus of having been poisoned, as did Hatshepsut. 
Amenhemat III,  (1878-1849) became pharaoh ca 1842BC, pharaoh of the vizier Yuya/Joseph (the only commoner buried 
in the Valley of Kings). Find the book The Hebrew Pharaohs of Egypt.  
Some scholars have Amenemhat dated ca 1840 BC, if Yuya/Joseph was his dream interpreter – the date cannot be correct, 
since Yuya was grandfather to Tutankhamun of around 1336BC – 1327/5 according to the Met. Mueseum et alia 
the dates of 1840BC need looking at somewhat. Yuya was grandfather to Tutankhamen, in the 1300s BC making it impossible in a 
linear generational line to be the vizier of Amenhemat III. Unless they overlapped. 

 

 < type in this title for video

recall Dick Allgire in his remote 

viewing session regarding who 

it was constructed the Giza 

Plateau – making the statement 

that  "these guys left after 

finishing the construction and 

another lot arrived".  This 

comment can be tied in with  a 

Casseopean overseeing first 

construction- under banner of 

Bennu-Crane-Heron_Ibis, hence 

the Bennu Caves.  

Followed in a later millennia by 

the appearance of The Goose 

Returning – Cygnus in the north. 

SUBNASAL – seems to go with this mouth, so compare to other greys, even including an Elder 

  

We have no shortage of choice for 

what types of aliens have been 

involved with Giza and Guatemala. 

On the dearth of evidence it seems the 

negatives began re-construction 

following a Reset (the Younger Dryas) 

then the goodies returned, for the 

northern return – then the baddies for 
the next reset.  Follow the wall reliefs! 

 
these are all the 

same alien, 
those from 

Leech 
allied 

Sirius 

http://alternativenewsproject.org/newsletter-rss/article/unexplained/lost-papyrus-reveals-extraterrestrials-visited-ancient-egypt-1/
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"Psusennes I, or [Greek Ψουσέννης], Pasibkhanu or Hor-Pasebakhaenniut I [Egyptian ḥor-p3-sib3-ḫˁỉ-<n>-niwt] was the 

third king of the Twenty-first dynasty of Egypt who ruled from Tanis (Greek name for Dzann, Biblical Zoan) between 1047 – 1001 
BC. Psusennes is the Greek version of his original name Pasebakhaenniut which means "The Star Appearing in the City" while his 
throne name, Akheperre Setepenamun, translates as "Great are the Manifestations of Ra, chosen of Amun."[2] He was the son 
of Pinedjem I and Henuttawy, Rameses XI's daughter by Tentamun. He married his sister Mutnedjmet. 

Horus name: Kanakhtemawyamen Userfau Sekhaemwaset 

Nebty name: Wermenuemipetsut 

Golden Falcon name: Zemakheperu-derpedjetpesdjet 

Prenomen: Aakheperre 

Nomen: Pasebakhenniut 
Ipuwer Papyrus •  
Moses in Islam 

Purportedly by ThutMose III the Tulli Papyrus describes burning flying discs arriving. ThutMose IV left the "Dream" stele  at 

the feet of the Sphinx.    8 30 TholoseBeluzer SOL THEO = sun god 

According to the hidden texts it is the face of HatShepSut on the Sphinx, wife of ThutMose II. Described as "So Leo host 

Helot blur Sol Theo Zee –" 8 30 or ZEE/Casseopea  HOST LEO lion BLUR joined SOL THEO HELOT. 

READING 5748-6 

This Reading given by Edgar Cayce July 1, 1932. 

1. EC: Much has been written respecting that represented in the Great Pyramid, and the record that may be read by those who 

would seek to know more concerning the relationships that have existed, that may exist, that do exist, between those of the 

Creative Forces that are manifest in the material world. As indicated, there were periods when a much closer relationship existed, 

or rather should it be said, there was a much better understanding OF the relationship that EXISTS between the creature and the 

Creator. 

2. In those conditions that are signified in the way through the pyramid, as of periods through which the world has passed and is 

passing, as related to the religious or the spiritual experiences of man - the period of the present is represented by the low passage 

or depression showing a downward tendency, as indicated by the variations in the character of stone used. This might be termed in 

the present as the Cruciatarian Age, or that in which preparations are being made for the beginning of a new sub-race, or a change. 
 

3. At the correct time accurate imaginary lines can be drawn from the opening of the great Pyramid to the second star in the Great 

Dipper, called Polaris or the North Star.* This indicates it is the system toward which the soul takes it flight after having 

completed its sojourn through this solar system. In an October there will be seen the first variation in the position of the polar star 

in relation to the lines from the Great Pyramid. The dipper is gradually changing, and when this change becomes noticeable - as 

might be calculated from the Pyramid - there will be the beginning of the change in the races.  

There will come a greater influx of souls from the Atlantean, Lemurian, La, Ur or Da civilizations. These conditions are indicated 

in this turn in the journey through the pyramid.  

*Cayce is saying that the north star pointer which we happen to see these days, is the same which was in the north at the 

time Giza was completed, in Leo Rising [according to Clay Tablet 10].  We have also seen in these texts that Giza was 

designed while in the south – based on the Bennu[southern] Bird set of stars – which are in the south!. This kind of dis-

crepancy makes me wonder just exactly who or what is really channelling through the sleeping prophet.  Is it the same 

misinforming we have found  from other "channellers' albeit unwittingly? 

4. How was this begun? Who was given that this should be a record of man's experiences in this root race? for that is the period 

covered by the prophecies in the pyramid.   This was given to Ra and Hermes in that period during the reign of Araaraart when 

there were many who sought to bring to man a better understanding of the close relationship between the Creative Forces and that 

created, between man and man, and man and his Maker. 
 

5. Only those who have been called may truly understand. Who then has been called? Whosoever will make himself a channel 

may be raised to that of a blessing that is all that entity-body is able to comprehend. Who, having his whole measure full, would 

desire more does so to his own undoing. 
 

6. The changes as indicated and outlined are for the latter part of the present year [1932]. As far as depression is concerned, this is 

not - as in the minds of many - because fear has arisen, but rather that, when fear has arisen in the hearts of the created, SIN lieth 

at the door. * Then, the change will occur - or that seeking will make the definite change - in the latter portion of the present year. 

Not that times financially will be better, but the minds of the people will be fitted to the conditions better. 

*At the end of 1932 into 1933 SIN certainly "lieth at the door". It was `1933 that the cloned FDR signed the false treaties with 

false off worlders (probably the very same which channeled  thru Cayce) & began the "trade in children" terming them CARGO. 

7. (Q) What was the date of the actual beginning and ending of the construction of the Great Pyramid? 

(A) Was one hundred years in construction. Begun and completed in the period of Araaraart's time, with Hermes (Ninghishzidda)  

8. (Q) What was the date B.C. of that period? 

(A) 10,490 to 10,390 before the Prince* entered into Egypt. 

*This "prince" being the copied version of Immanuel Iscariot – with this word "prince" meaning from Sirius. 

(Q) If the Armageddon is foretold in the Great Pyramid, please give a description of it and the date of its beginning and ending. 

(A) Not in what is left there. It will be as a thousand years, with the fighting in the air, and - as has been - between those returning 

to and those leaving the Earth. 
 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharaoh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twenty-first_dynasty_of_Egypt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psusennes_I#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinedjem_I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duathathor-Henuttawy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rameses_XI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tentamun_(20th_dynasty)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutnedjmet_(21st_dynasty)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ipuwer_Papyrus
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6 35 1  Pres de Rion, & proche a blanche laine, from Near the Bear, and close to the white wool,/Milky Way = Hirudo/Leech/Orion 

These were the grays that "EELS [leech] FELLED ME [Nostradamus] ELM/Sept 19 is  Elm !  'II /2011" same as the ZetaTalk greys 

1 45 2 Befte en theatre,dreffe le jeu fcenique  J562 publication 
QUEER ACE LEECH ENTERORION GROUP- MANNUZ/MAN) 
THE QUEER ACE LEECH ENTER, EQUATE* pretend 
CELEBRATE THE TENDER  JEƒUƒ. Jesus  
QUEER NET (Reticuli/Zeta45) ELECT BEHEADER,  
NEED BLEED THE ELECT IN BEER (Brew date/Taurus) FIFTEENTH.   
Beheader is the guillotine.    Those from Leech  
(a ‘crown’ constellation over Orion’s head –  
the original source of the Anakim/Dagon)     
 *EQUATE = copies Jesus/pretending 
4 44 3  deBourdeauxvncailhau

 ARCHON-DEVIL CRAB COWARD UAN WILD DNA HOAXED=ONWARD HAVOC LEECH COW HAND
LEECH formerly Hirudo -The Crown [of Orion] constellation COW Aldebaran, or HIND leg of Cow/Ursa Major,  HAND= Betelgeuse,  

 CRAB = Cancer constellation. The word HIND was in this line, it also means "deer", Orion,  and the Capricorn period

 (from Da Vinci)  in English Così accade a quelli che nella vita soletaria  

 ‘This is what happens to those who in life go it alone [soletaria f. 
You are about to read a new directive to the collator : one from Da Vinci 

HELEN 
  8 67 4 :  

ADVOCATED CLOAK  disguise CRACK  VACILLATES  ERADICATE  SOCIALITE  ELITE;  ALLOCATE  SALACIOUS LACK  .  AISE  
SO ERADICATE ACE EVIL VI  DA VINCI ART ECHO CALLS AVARICIOUS TOAD, CAT-LIKE ATTACKED LILAC OAR ACE IN ALE,  
CAUSE IS U.N CHASE HEINOUS CHILDREN TRADE SALE,  LEECH* ALIEN’S NUCLEAR  RADIATION  (SARCASTICAL EQUIVALENCE) 
SADISTICAL ACE CROOK CALCULATES  ‘CROAK  SUICIDAL’. 
£  3538

 8 67 4 Ferrare, Callonne grande protection. 

INFECTOR CELL/tower AERO ION (d.e.w.) ENDANGER RARE ORACLE COLLATOR NELL REGARDING FRONTIER RANGE 

PORTEND/ R.O. KORÉ REFRACTION (lux)PROTECTED, ONCE/after ONNE/Mch equinox –LENT-REPEAT/Gemini- NOON/middle 

LEO–TO LATE EAR/Virgo.RATDATE.COLLECTED IN REARING/rising EON/new ERA.COOLED, NOT CLONED 
 

1 68 2 Troys innocens qu’on viendra a liurer.  [pope] Innocent’s three centuries being delivered   (‘q’ can be a ‘c’ and a ‘k’) 

 YEARS CONVERSION-UUARLORDS CONVENE TO STEAL KIDS  
SARDONIC INVENTOR  RECKONS ARROUUS, CONTROVERSIAL D.E.UU. CANNONS DARTS, SUUORDS A.I. NADIR DOSSIER 

 SINNERS SCURRY URANIRY DISC E.T. REVOLUTION, SURRENDER IN DIRE ICY DRY SNOUU ELECTRIC ARSON CRISES

Q ANON CONNIVE VICTORIOUS RE: DREARIEST RUIN = VIRULENT INSANE NUISANCE DECISIVE SURRENDER  
 o DISC E.T. is a pun. The Earth-made ufo false flag invasion and WHO it is helping that agenda.         Recall Arecibo crop square. 
 o UURINKLED INNOVATOR  ELDER – qualified to ensure the word ELDER is not taken as the date. Recall Sparsholt  cropcircle. 
 o  

8 36 3 Paver de marbre de Tours loing eƒpluche, (« The Tour » back then was to travel up the Nile) 
RECEIVE MORE EVIL TREMBLER, ELITE ERUPT DREADFUL VOLCANO BLAST IN BEER DATE – EVERMORE DISABLED GEM 
ABLE PORT OUR BELOV.ED OLD BRAVE POET, TOLD THOU REFER MARVEL OF PERU UUITH : READ HELEN MEAD-PARCS (OF DRIED-UP 
VEGETABLE RUMOUR PROOF) AND PREFACES OTHER P.D.F. DIALOGUE CLEVER GOLDEN CUBE FORUMS 
PROBE EGIPTION CHAMBER PHASER HELP PERVERT AHPEE, LEECH PRIDE, REPTILE SPACE SHIP ABDUCTORS OVERHEAD  
RESEARCH GROVELLER COREI GOODE TRUE BLASPHEMER : PRESERVED EDIT-FUDGES ARCH-FOE THIEF SOULS DEAD 
10 27 HerculesClementJulesAƒcansClefAigle     (in ANTENNAE) 
LAME RECLUSE CHEF : HER CLUES SEE GEM LURCH, MERCIFUL LARGE GRACE  ICES, CHILLS, RECALLS.
 CURES ELITE SCUM’S ANTENNAE  ELECTRICAL CELLULAR FLASHES  SCUFFLE CHEMTRAIL  JELLIES  
CARE-FREE  SELF-SERUICE  ELITE  ʺCLASSʺ  SCAM ;  FLEUU  SMALL CRAFT  IN  UUITHIN FENCE TIES. TRIES  CLINGS  LIFE.  FAILS 
LUGGED,  ARC GEM  FELL ; LEECH  M.E.(five gee)  MALIGN MUCILAGE CAREFUL 
FLAGS  ARTIFICIAL SCIENCES ENGULFS, RUIN  FEMALE  JEUUEL’S  OCEAN,  JUNGLE’S  SUCCULENCE,  HER  SCENIC  AIR  FECULENCE. 
EARTH MUGS SEE CRUEL FECAL ANGEL-FACED  CALL-GIRLS’  ʺJESUS MIRACLEʺ CLICHE HELL ING CHALLENGE,  MAGIC CLUE : GLUM  
4 17 1 Changer a Beaune, Nuy, Chalos, & Digeon,         
NELL DOES ANNOUNCE YAH  INNUENDOS. 
BOGUE/author DENOUNCES SHY ALIENS : NEED HEED YAH – .          AS HOLY NICE 
HIDEOUS HUGE AN/ON HE BIASED AND UNHINGED U.N. ALCYONE ENOUGH;   
IN DEBASED [DNA] ABUSE INGENIOUS BAD/reptilian UNION SLYLY,   
ECHOED SUN ALIEN LEECH (Orion) NUISANCE. 
1 79 1 Bazaz, Lectore, Condon, Aufch, Agine     Bazaz, Lestore, Condon, Ausch, Agine   
ANNOUNCE: RING  SINGS CONGENIAL AISE, GIENAH  BIREO SECTOR NASCENCE BEING DAZZLES  GIENAB  STAGNANCE AZAZEL snake 

headed  ANU LEECH (Hirudo over Orion) ZZ/SS  GOONS. GOTCHA! 
BOUNCING EARTH BALL TERRESTRIALS,  THUS HASTENED ANNUALS ANNEALED AGES AGO, THOU TO DELETE ANNA.  
COGNIZANCE ANU IS SEDUCING  DNA UIA BANANA-GATE. CHASTENS, ENCHANTED ANAL CORIE GOODE; CHANNELS SATAN 
ONC E S EL EC TOR  TAG S C HAO S:B EGI N BEA C HI NG A CH IN G  AZAZ (Syria) ON ACCUSER SATAN’S TOUGH ACRE 
10 1 3 Prins preme mort & le refte en chemife,  
COMET-METEOR PREMISE INSPIRES REMOTE: this is the method being used to move the Earth to a REMOTE position safe from the sun.  
This is why the NINE in 9 4 4 do nothing about the TRIAD AIMING ORDINATES OF THE ASTEROID.  Because the asteroid/comet is needed to roll the Earth 
THE SELF ENRICHMENT NEPOTIC LEECHES MISNOMER INCOMPLETE IMMENSE PERILS,  RE-FORM FISHERS OF MEN  
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True ELDER  Sparsholt August 15 2002, exact same day as the Winchester Orion Grey holding a disc. Why was this on kept a secret? 

 

The latest warning from the Elders 

5 26 3 Changeront  prince, naiftra vn prouincial,   
Changing prince,Sirius (shapeshifting? to) one born provincial, 
VINCI REPORTING:  NICAEAN RIVER ANCIENTS  PROVEN  NOT  ARCHANGELIC.   
ALERT ON – [their] ORGAN PERVERSION (in 1 16 1)  
yes, a pun relating to their duodenum, and do NOT donate organs!    
River = those from Erid.anus, the River that leaves from the Urn of Aquarius 

 CROP CIRCLES  INNOVATOR  ALERTS  CONSTRAINING     see  Sparsholt  "VERTICAL LEXICON"
UUHILE  IRON PLANET URIAH RIPS EARTH INCONVENIENT.  the 'fuse' event of Chani 
PRIOR TO CAR/ CAPRICORN/Apple Yule GRAVEL BLIND ENVIRONMENT 
Q ANON CONVINCER INVITING HAPPIER ANARCHIC:   
RATTLING RICH CONNIVING ELITE  INTERFACING 
HORRIFIC PRENATAL RUPTURE OF VIRGINAL. 
CHARLATAN  CHIEF VALIANT'S VENTURES CONVINCING 
INCLUSIVE NUCLEAR  PLANTS TECTONIC PLACING =  
UNREPENTING CRAP AGAINST PROPER NATURE'S IN RAT.2020 

 

2 10 1 Auant long temps le tout fera range  
NOT GATE PLANET: SAMPLE LARGE UNFORTUNATE AGGLOMERATES OS. (1 58 Buffer for gravel blind environment) 
SUPERNATURAL: TOTAL ENGAGEMENT FORMULATE LANGUAGE  
FORMULATE TONE PATTERNS, [by science] NOT [by] METAL LANGUAGE  
PROTEST FUNERAL RESULT OF PARENT FLU PENETRATORS (vaccines) 
http://worldtruth.tv/courts-quietly-confirm-mmr-vaccine-causes-autism%e2%80%8f/   
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/scientists-revive-30000-year-old-virus-infectious/1/346687.html 
 
1 100 4 Mourra toƒt grand, & finera la guerre. 
FARM UUORM-UUOMAN NEL MEAD GRANTED DREAM TEAM:  
UUARNED  URGENT DENOTES END DATED MATURED EAR-ORNATE  RAT NO ERROR.  
MURDER RUMOR IS FRAUD, MADE FOR IOUR RARE NATURE FUTURE ERGO AMATEUR no money  

TRUER NURTURER  AGE AUGURS NO AGGRO 
R.O. & A  GRADATE REARGUARD GRANULAR MOTOR NATURAL ANGULAR  
MIRROR,  looking glass GUARD MI LARGE NARRATOR AREA,  DIAGRAMƒ  who displays  
ARROGANT NOIRE  black TERROR RULER.  ARMOUR;  GRADE, people  LARGE DAMAGING  TRAIN – 
– RAN LARGE ARMOUR DART (from satellite)  
>GRANULAR is one of the key words for time gates – ''grains'' meaning ''time'' as is ''mirror'' (see Voltaire) 
> may also refer to Gravel Blind Environment 
R.O. &  A  RARER  ULTRA:  ARRANGED FORMAT GUARD OUR DEAR GARAGED GIRL ELOIƒE  ~ ALARMING TERROR G, MARGINAL 
TRAUMA.  RURAL MARRIAGE NOT DRAG TO ELOIƒE GIRL (!) G: Sept 30 – October 7 and a Monday   
October 6 in 2014 ELOIƒE  GIRL  TO  NOT DRAG  RURAL  MARRIAGE – TRAUMA REARS AROUND FROGS   the wetlands below the 
'garage' READ: NOT UUARM IN RAT. E.D. FRAGRANT ONES REGARD , NOUU UUANT OUR OLD UUORN-OUT  
RAN RATED RANT RETARDED  GROUUING UUORSE TRADER ORDER TOUUARD AMEN (so be it) ONUUARD 
ARMOUR'D AGAINST ARROGANT ROMAN ORNAGUTAN/Ape-Sirius DRAGON GREAT TERROR DANGER 
*10 58 4 tenter Phossens au Ponant entretien        PhossensPonant  SNAPSHOT ON [skywriting] PENS, ~ TONS HAPPENS SON ~ SHOP 
PENNANTS [Milky Way] OS [in Capricorn] where TONS is "Maya years" or asteroid shower ("gravel blind environment"

1 58  FLEET  STREET EXEC  UTTERS  FURNACE.     
          BUFFER FOR GRAVEL BLIND ENVIRONMENT IN DAN [Scorpio] 
1 34 3 REFER  BRANDENBURG  FLIP (when an ice berg turns over) 

http://worldtruth.tv/courts-quietly-confirm-mmr-vaccine-causes-autism%e2%80%8f/
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/scientists-revive-30000-year-old-virus-infectious/1/346687.html
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Born with soul, full memory transfer, the BillGates clone (no throat wattles) is probably of this type. Due to the cost. 

This clone is in stage one Kuru kuru at  2020.  As with ALL clones, small defects of the original  are absent –  

good examples are: 

throat wattles, Alex Jones gravelly voice, Robert Kennedy Jnr his voice, David Icke's blue eyes being orange and his little 

spitting defect many older people aquire, moles and scars, such as Joe Biden's or the scar on John F Kennedy's right hand, 

being pink all over, baby pink, like the new Prince Charles.   
 

 

quality as above - time factor means much pre-meditated  intent 
 

less likely to have a soul, may have a fractal, with partial-"controlled memory transfer" because much depends on the original 

age of the cells used. 
 

= also known as Body Snatching 

these are what the members of the U.N. consist of, as are many of the former Pleiadian ante-christ copies 

no soul, original personality is dead. Some memories intact but controlled by "junior" reptilian drone. No sense of humor. 
 

 

also known as Shape Shifted. Wherever the Anakim go in their universe of take-overs, they either interbreed using already 

copied versions or directly genetically manipulated. 
 

 

with or without soul. These are what most actors and actresses are. These are the clones with an ear connection defect. 

Many of Trump's clones are derived this way, but not all of his clones are 
 

 

no soul. This what what the Hillary clone/s are apart from the direct döppleganger (which may have been bred for this 

purpose decades before:- time travel is a handy tool). 

The Synthetics we would have once called Incubus and Succubus do have human being foundations. For example, their hair 

has been tested showing Mongolian-Uygur DNA. The results of one lifetime contactee which were to be announced in public 

on December 9 2009. This world wakening announcement was shoved to a "page six"  left hand corner among the advertise-

ments due to Obama receiving his false peace prize. 

Most of these Synthetics belong to the Casseopean Living Library, collecting eggs and sperm to keep our genetics safe. 

 a) biobic – biological A.I. entity, usually reptiloid genetics, this is what .s are. The Zeta hive mind no-soul  E.B.E. 

 b) E.N.E. Extra terrestrial Noetic Entities, with two brains. High percentage of human being hybridized with technology. 

Reverted to sexual reproduction  but  with controlled  three genders.  This is where Elon Musk would like to think he 

is leading humans. Lazy ones.  The third gender is for "administration".  The "inquisitive" gene is highly formed hand 

in hand with an autonomous  spiritual connection because of  their seeking  higher gnowledge for  over  52,000 

years , which was succesful. They were able to reinstate the soul.The assistan (UUilliem52 ) to Nostradamus was one. 

 c) bionic – electronic hybrid synthetic drones, Japan is using these for news readers, and when coupled woth artificial 

intelligence will be dangerous to humansand humanity. They do not need air 

d) cyborg – a combination of Artificial Intelligence re-wired directly or remotely. Human containers can be used but not 

to the exclusion of  the E.B.E.N  which  use a form of remote viewing for their hive-mind  but not  autonomous 

 directives.  Humans in general are already started within this agenda called the Blue Mouse Project.

See also the videos Cloning Centres by Donald Marshall  and the Gene Decode videos 
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""WHY I DELETED MY GREG HALLETT  [new king] VIDEO 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR3MtA687PNqsJ4ORbU9fnqGCwc5cCdwtRCjX-

Ckfiea91MyaWpmlY3S5Qk&v=g1kDSRZxNdg&feature=youtu.be#menu 
 

TELLINGER AND HALLET 

https://www.facebook.com/michaeltellinger/posts/10158073970520528?comment_id=10158078919070528&

notif_id=1593627684047333&notif_t=feedback_reaction_generic 
 

PROJECT LOOKING GLASS: THE DEEP STATE PLAN TO CONTROL TIME  32 57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AlSbh_7T9g 
 

OP LOOKING GLASS  53 09 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZhIqcqgziY&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2MjgGNVj-

0sojarP9kA6JDxaPEzYnS0FXJ3WZTTr5zLhX8xtqDNucibEg 

 

 

 

A GoldenCube caught in daylight 

 

Mistaken for the sun simulator 

If it is simulating the sun – what is causing the 

daylight? 

Beause the cube itself is not producing any. 

 

 

 
The moon shot is from a video a relative took in 2016 

maybe  he noticed the clouds behind it – or not. 

Likewise below, a collection of shots from Anthony Costello 

on fb 

  
 

https://www.facebook.com/michaeltellinger/posts/10158073970520528?comment_id=10158078919070528&notif_id=1593627684047333&notif_t=feedback_reaction_generic
https://www.facebook.com/michaeltellinger/posts/10158073970520528?comment_id=10158078919070528&notif_id=1593627684047333&notif_t=feedback_reaction_generic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AlSbh_7T9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZhIqcqgziY&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2MjgGNVj-0sojarP9kA6JDxaPEzYnS0FXJ3WZTTr5zLhX8xtqDNucibEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZhIqcqgziY&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2MjgGNVj-0sojarP9kA6JDxaPEzYnS0FXJ3WZTTr5zLhX8xtqDNucibEg
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SANDI COOKE'S CRAFT PHOTO 

YOD of Rendlesham

o 7 38 2 Picquer viendra fi rudement courir :  

stolen (abducted) will become so hard to run              

(paralyzed-quadriplegic-asynergia) 
NURTURER MAN REMAINS UP IN TRIM URANITE heavenlyCUPS'  

PIRAMID  QUARTERS  INVERTED  UP 

the pyramidal ufo “Yod”/10     the CUP/graal/Casseopea 

nurturerman = EnKi, Father in Heaven 

 
 

 

This image by Da Vinci is explained in  C+F+ 10 87 1  

 

  
Sphenoid craft caught in Mexico, Aug 1st 20 An entire fleet of sphenoid craft, Brazil? first week August 2020 
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indebted 
3 20 1   i555 publication 

Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique   ... Through the regions of the great river Guadalquivir  (Bethique = "house of") 
(via underground tunnels) 

DRIED-UP UURINKLED LAUUBREAKER THUNDERER ENLIL BLEEDS,  
PERSECUTES THE TRUSTFUL 'SUCKERS' SURE UNFOLD 
THREATENED SACRILEGE, UURECKAGE OF SACRED GAIA-PLANET-UUORLD  
IN  (HE UUAS UNABLE TO SECURE). 

 /Andromeda Council FELT  
UUONDERFUL EARTH UUETTER BED IN UUINTER FOR GENTEEL KNEUU,  
STONE AGE ICE GRACES   
UUEAKEN'D HUGE ROGUE SUPER-SOLDIERS  
BEGAN FEEBLE TEENAGE SLAUGHTER 
CELEBRATE GOLDEN CUBE TAKEN TOUGH UUISE ADORE COBRA PUTIN UP  
LECTURES NEEDLE GARDASIL CANCELS DAUGHTER. 
ORIENT STAGE GATE CRONUS UISOR RING;  
POET CENTURIES QUATRAINS' TREE CIPHERS TOLD HEED  
QUEER "GODS" DEATHFUL BALD D'ABUS GRAILES'  
SERUICE TO SELF ELITE HATRED, GROTESQUE QUARRELS FEED.  
LITHOSPHERE REAPER BEINGS  
GENIUS E'AH GURU GRACE  

INDEBTED HELEN PARKS UNDER SAFE AUGUR,  

AGAINST TROUBLED UATICAN'S CHAOS CREATURES IN OUTER SPACE. 
USEFUL DOUBLE-FACED SUBTERFUGE, COURAGOUS, TRUE 
OUTRAGES FINGERED ONE-SIDED BIGOTED OLD PATRIARCH  
UUITH HOUSE-KEEPING SECRET: DOUBTERS UUILL RUE 
SHE REPAIRS CALENDARS, DEBUNK PESTERER KEEN KEPT USEFUL FUTURE   
DANGERFUL U.N URANITES USE  ELECTRON RADON FUEL: those Vril ufo craft with external ball-like propulsion system  

FUELLED LEADED FUEL DRAGS, UNUUINDS DNA ALLELE TRACKERS 
UNESCORTED ENTER CLOSE ORBIT, UNRESTED; FLEUU 

  

 

ORACLE'S PRECONQUESTAL PDF EQUIP'D TRUTHFUL ABLE PLEAS FOUND   

– end of Libra.  
That pdf which was censored ("In The Matter Of Yehovah") made '404' 

was  later put inside  ABBA Introduction, after publishing  it late October 
UNSCRUPULOUS DENSE ANU SEE THEIR SUPER CERNS ENERGETIC BREAKDOUUN 
(PUSHING ELECTRICAL GRID EQUALS BURNED-OUT;  
HUGE  TUBE UNDERNEATH  PRESSURE DEAFENS ALL ABOUT) 
CLUBFEET, (GENTLE CHE-RUB) LEGEND E'AH, QUEENS' UUASP-LIKE ANTID,   
SEALED LAURENCE GARDNER FEATURES UUHITE-POUUDER-GOLD  
LECHEROUS BAG HOLDER, PAUUN UUES PENRE GEEK'S BEHEADER  
FUDGER'S  SUN REPTILE- FIEF 
AND UNREPENTANT GREAT-AHPEE ENCHANTER-SORCERER LEAGUE  
DEFEATED, UUITH ATLAS DEFECATOR-DUNG-PILE/Pleiades CHILDREN THIEF: 

UUE ARE UUARNING READ THE ELOQUENT.  
DURING FALSE ATEN PULSE, UUASN'T ASTEROID UUAR  
SUUEPT ADRIATIQUE SALT SEAS UUATERED QUENCHLESS EUROPE  
SPEEDIEST: UUASTEFUL BURNT-EARTH POLICIES FOR  

to steal all of European lands, see the word  C..F.+ESCHEATAGE 
o HOUSE-KEEPING SECRET: the word "house" here is to be taken as "the bloodlines of the House" thus Keeping Bloodlines secret 
o  
o  

 STONE AGE ICE GRACES / doing us all a favour. 

o GROTESQUE QUARRELS. The factions of the Monster Abus Grayles from OPHIUCHUS (another word which is in this line) ats their 
"allied space members" the Anakim are falling apart. 

o REAPS/"rapture" the raptoring, which has ALWAYS been in the date of Scorpio in the Hidden Texts  
o KEPT  
o DOUBTERS UUILL RUE not having believed we are not yet in 2018 by at least a thousand years 
o LOST HOE  Boötes/Arcturus CLUBFEET, the little greenish greys from Arcturus have clubbed feet GENTLE CHE-RUB refers to the J-

Rod52 who use Che as a prefix to their private names  LEGEND E'AH, is EnKi QUEENS'= Casseopea  UUASP-LIKE ANTID,  = Mantids  
could not fit the words LOST HOE in the line.  

o BEHEADER Muslim FUDGER'S  shape shifter, pretender, or liars 
o GREAT-AHPEE – Aleister Crowley referred to his favorite lover as the "great Ape" (pronounced Ahpee) means from Sirius 
o UUATERED QUENCHLESS EUROPE saying water, more water yet never enough to slake the thirst.  

This will be the Mt Fesulan event in  8 16 
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indebted 
 

5 4 2 Sera fasche' de l'etrange alliance  Vexed by the alien alliance 

INCREASE SHELTER NEAR ACACIAS IN ALLEGED FEN AFAR (Australia, but also the date of Aquarius)  
(alleged wetlands, which are not always wet… collators place)  (the  ''air raid shelter'' is right next to 2 Acacia trees!) 

1 80 3 Puis naistra monstre de tres hideuse beste. Then a monster will be borne of/from a very hideous beast:Sarru 

INDEBTED AS [god of the Aettir] SUSPENDS  SERIOUSNESS THIS TEMPERATURE  THEREABOUTS  
(the area where the Acacia trees are) what may seem personal to me will also apply to other people ~ the fuse event 

1.Haƒcun auroit beaucoup  none having  much 

2. a te remercier, & de tout     and from all to thank you  

3. temps se tiedroit on pour    being tied to time 

4. . grandement ton redevable, - greatly indebted to you 

5. si ce que tu fais accroyre - what you will do with this 

6. a toy seul, cuidant        toying alone, thinking 

1. Hafcun auroit beaucoup  none having a lot 
FACE UTOPIAN BRAUUN UP A FAIR BOUNCE UNAUUARE OF CHAOTIC IN BRAUU UTOPIAN FEATURE ABOUT UNFAIR 
COUU-HEAP IN RAT pun  [2020]  RACE, PAUUN OF PANIC BUREAU UNAUUARE.  
CAUTION, ACUTE BOAT/Earth PAIN, OUCH UUATCHA:  (INACCURATE BOUU/weapons) NOUU UUORN OUT  
AHA IS COUU-PAT ARCH-FOE OF CHANI CUP BUREAU, ACE OF UTOPIA – ABRUPT BRAUU COBRA UUIN 
• BRAUU COBRA is Putin, whose name is also in the French line RAT = 2020 
• CHANI CUP BUREAU Cup = Casseopea BUREAU = Elohim alliances 
• AHA is-was Negro despot, so far that would be Obama COUU-PAT = the “Pile” of fallen Pleiadians under the "tail" of Taurus 
• UNFAIR COUU-HEAP the fallen angels from Pleiades that are now with Aldebaran under Antarctica 
2. a te remercier, & de tout and from all to thank you  
EDITOR MET ERUDITE TRUE TREE CREATOR ERECT REMOTE ERUDITE A.C.E. DIAMETER ADORE:  
A/C/E/ MERITED REMOTE METEORITE DECIMATE DIRE EERIE ROTTER CREATURE 
• ADORE “the great Earth translation in October”A/C/E/ Andromedan/Casseopeia/Elohim 
3. temps fe tiedroit on pour being tied to time 
IMPORTED DEFINITE PRETENTIOUS IN OS ORIENTED TO UPPERMOST PIED-MONT TO INTERRUPT ENTIRE, IMPOSE 
SINE MOTU PROPRIO TO DEFORM UTTER OPPOSITE ORBIT TO MISINTERPRET OPPORTUNITIES OMITTED, MOUNTED 

 
• SINE MOTU PROPRIO = under its own sonic impulsion  IN OS = Yule UPPER PIEDMONT = Montalban 
• DEFINITE PRETENTIOUS IN OS the first wave of “extra terrestrials” arriving in Capricorn 
4. grandement ton redeua-  greatly indebted to you 
NUMERATE NOT GARDENED, MOUNTED AND REGENERATED: DANGER NOT ENUMERATED GENERATED UNARMED. 
RUN GREEN MANURE GUARANTEED MENDER RENUMERATED  
5. ble, fi ce que tu fais ac-   what you will do with this 
IS BUT SUFFICE: SEE FLEAS TALE FABLE CLUES.  
the :Fleas' Tale" is one of Da Vinci's riddles – where grass is greener 
BLACK CUBE... CUBE FACET QUALIFIES; EQUATES FALSE QUA 
(BLUFF) EQUALS QUIETS CAUSTIC BEEF/Taurus/Aldebaran  
ACQUIESCE BE/ in Virgo 
6. croyre a toy feul, cuidant     toying alone, thinking 
FAIRY CYCLE OUT-AND-OUTER DUE:  FREELY/ ACCURATELY, UNITED.  
INNER FOUR planets REACTIONARY  TOYED EDUCATED UNITED ACCURATE CLUE DUE... FORTUNATE YOU! 
YOU’RE CONTRACTUALLY FORTUNATE DUE TO ALREADY COUNTER-ACTED CIRCULAR CLUE 
At this juncture I fully admit having no memory of writing any of this 
These lines came from this manuscript I found in a private Italian's collection 

ALL ARE INDEBTED ELOIM CUBE 

 come tu dicesti che accaderebbe nel  bene  you saying that abbrahadabra but in a better way...   
meaning  something like  OPEN  SESAME  Da Vinci is speaking to Nostradamus here.    
Abracadabra = abrahadabra - An Arabic word meaning a magical opening = the cyphers   
so Leonardo is saying he likes the  quatrains method better than the one he is using... 
(which is the division of a sentence using commas) 
 

 

ABDUCT NELL MEAD, OBEDIENCE, BEEN HER CHOICE:  
DICTATES  CENTURIES'  SECRETS  BREACHED:  
BLENDED  ECLECTIC  DECODED  ECHOED, 
DOCTOR NOSTRADAMUS AND LEONARDO  
SAME  CODES  BETUUEEN  EACH. 
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MET,  TRAINED HELEN 

from Allan Webber's template 

 
1 89 2   Metans a mort tous ceux de Loyre & Seine 
LAY: [collator] INTRODUCE EXTERNAL EASY-TO-USE MEMOS  
started doing that recently via FaceBook 
 

9 91  2  Le Chersonnez tiendra & Marceloyne 
RELY  CORE,  [stage gate/star-gate] 
RELY  A  LONELY  LATE COMER  HELEN  CHOSEN ONE:   
MET, TRAINED,  REANIMATED  text  LINES-   
ORACLE  CHEERS … DETRIMENT  NONE  
Allan Webber's template 

£  1776 
above 

 

I decided to see what else that line might offer APART  from ''helen …'' – but there WAS NO OTHER SUBJECT on that program 
9 91  2  Le Cherƒonnez tiendra & Marceloyne  j562 edition 
HELEN ANALYZES CONCERTO  (collections of the verses) 
Helen INCREMENTAL SECONDARY ZERO 
Helen MENDER ANALYZE  CORRECTIONS [of the quatrains] REMINDER,  
Helen ANALYZED CRIME CORNERSTONE DOZEN [the 12] NECROMANCERS REALITY (M.I.B.) & 
R.O. CONCERNS - AMAZED ENTIRELY SO 
HELEN CENTRALIZED MERCENARY ON/Oannes, CYLINDER, A[Cass/Elo'im] MAZE [solar system]    
STONE (Earth) CORNER (orbit)  ANALYZED MOST E (greys),  ST.,  NICER CORNER (the final orbit) 
9 91 2 R.O. CONCERNED with HELEN who  ANALYZES TIMER (CALENDAR) 
ONCE (AFTER) RE-NORMALIZED the ANCESTRY 
HELEN NAMES CRAZY CORNER (orbit) DELETION CONCERNED CRAZY SOLARI-METER  
HELEN REALIZED MONETARY CONCERNS 
CENTRALIZES (concentrates) SECONDARY ON the M.E. CORRECTLY IN ON SENDER  
HELEN ANALYZEs MY [Nostradamus] CONNECTED ERRORS 
NAMES LITERARY CONCERNS ZEE [Cassiopeia) DO  (Living Library) MENTIONED  
AND R.O. CRAZY CLEANERS (lifting the radioactive oceans) 
9 91  2  Le Cherƒonnez tiendra & Marceloyne  j562 edition 
ANALYZED CHERTAN ELECTRON MEN LACERATE, RESET LONDONER CHANCELLOR’S ENZYMES, MENACE TREES, CREATES AIR 
MENACE. MONEY ENTHRALL – HELLO! CHERTAN CRAZY LORD ENTRANCE INFERNAL NEEDLES RAZE.  
ENEMY ENCHANTER EATEN THEE, NO MERCY  YEAR  CANE  ZEST supercanes  ELM – REFER TECHNICAL COLDER HAZE (haarp) 
YA, ZEE, CALM ENE, FINER CHANTARELLE ZEN LYRA: INCENSED ELDER: NOMINALLY CONCERNED,  SELECT FROZEN EARTH ZERO 
MA October, MERE CYCLONE CELL southern hemisphere.  
FREEZE CONCERNED LION-MEN, ELITE. YEAR NEEDLES LARCENIES SILENCE ZEALANDER (New Zealand?) CORN Virgo MONTH  
ELDER DATE  November 25 – December 23     ELM Sept 1 to 29 
RAZE CONCERNED NELLIE’S LINES : NONE CREDENCY THESE  ILLS 
 

OUT OF SHADOWS 
https://vigilantcitizen.com/vc-resources/out-of-the-shadows-a-great-documentary-about-hollywood-and-the-occult-
elite/?fbclid=IwAR2s-BCsudzK--Q8n3h3_usx_fSsppFu7nsfhIzXQ75iXxVOLggSMKcPnbA 
 

C. D. C. warns doctors, parents to be on the lookout for rare Polio-like disease in children… 

(which the children WILL once they sit under five gee in their classrooms) 

Lisa Renee ”' Because C_vid 19 is Enterovirus D68, added to the flu v_accine in 1976 which has had many names in the last 40 

year's including, Flaccid Myelitis, SARS, Bird Flu, Avian Flu, Swine Flu, H1NI, the Non Polio-Polio, and now newly named 

Covid 19. Yes it damages the neurological system and causes long term, life long developing, progrssing "auto-immune", inflam-

matory neurological and cognitive decline which can be in the immediate or in the future after, even months or years after.  

That is why anybody who gets C_vid 19 or the v_ccine will end up with Multiple Sclerosis, Guillain Barre, or Gulf War Syndrome 

like "autoimmune" disease that they will probably make a new name for and will not tell you it is associated with C_vid 19 or the 

"v_ccine"' 

Note from Collator: For all the pros and cons regarding over the counter drugs- the best pre-emptive seems to be Aspro 

Disprin hot, etc. Simply because it frees up the thrombosis in the lungs first.  

One can argue about the quinine aspect once one can breathe. 
As written here before – it is not apples that keep a doctor away – it is citrus. Lemons limes and grapefruit top of the list. 

Just soak them first in one cup bi-carbonate of soda to 4 litres of clean water for at least one hour, to leach off the antibiotics 

that monsantoism has forced orchards to spray. There was a suggestion that made mega sense to me, to cook the skins of 

four grapefruit, simmer for around an hour always keeping water all the way over the top of the skins and always keep the 

lid on. Drink with Manuka honey. 

If the skins are not kept covered and lidded, the steam will carry most of the usable vitamin C away. 

 

 

https://vigilantcitizen.com/vc-resources/out-of-the-shadows-a-great-documentary-about-hollywood-and-the-occult-elite/?fbclid=IwAR2s-BCsudzK--Q8n3h3_usx_fSsppFu7nsfhIzXQ75iXxVOLggSMKcPnbA
https://vigilantcitizen.com/vc-resources/out-of-the-shadows-a-great-documentary-about-hollywood-and-the-occult-elite/?fbclid=IwAR2s-BCsudzK--Q8n3h3_usx_fSsppFu7nsfhIzXQ75iXxVOLggSMKcPnbA
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010185510959&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDozMTA1NzU1MTM0MjU1NTlfMzEwNTgyNzMzNDI0ODM3
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UIRITE 

10 77 
Thirty followers of  " uirites" order,               
Lat: quirite  =  inhabitants in their civil capacity = the Q movement 

  

no, it's not Sam Elliot, nor Tom Selleck's brother from another mother 
 

12  4  4 Chaƒƒé de Regne, enragé ƒang cracher. 
HENCE CHEERS: SACRED GARDENER  E’A CARES,: ARRANGES ‘ENHANCE DRENCHES’ GREEN GRASS.   
 
12 4  
Feu, flamme, faim, furt, farouche, fumée  
Fera faillir, froiƒƒant fort, foy faucher.  

Fils de Derité : toute Prouence humée,  
Chaƒƒé de Regne, enragé ƒang cracher.  

 

 12 4  
Fire, (DEW) flame, hunger, robber [abductor], wild smoke [pall],  
It will cause to fail, striking hard, to destroy faith:  
Arrow of "Denté" all Provence sucked up, (tornado of 9 48? CERN?)  

Driven out of the realm, enraged spitting blood. ADRENACHROME 
 
Derité Prouence Regne

 
 
 
1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoiant rameau,                    
 ADD: NAME E’A RAIN MENU ON meteor/gravel-blind RUIN OS: gravel blind environment Yule  
La femmina nel passare uno tristo e  fangoso   the English         
 The female one in passing sad and  muddy... 
which is paired by Nostradamus in     
 
 2 41    
FLUKE   POET’S    SOUL  UALES  :  SHEEP  ARE  UP  -  UUIDE   MUD   IS  IN 
2 41  
La grand' estoille par sept iours brulera, 
Nuee fera deux soleils apparoir: 
Le gros mastin fera toute nuit hurlera, = tornadoes 
Quand grand pontife changera de terroir. 

2 41 
The star will burn greatly for seven days,                    OUR OWN SUN 
The cloud will cause two suns to appear:            NIBIRU & OUR SUN 
England (mastiff) will have tornadoes all night (winter solstice 
When the great pontiff Prince of dark men will change Vatican country (the Earth) 

Or changes from terror[ising] children underneath – which is mid 2020 

 
 
GRATEFUL and Thankful my more serious prayers have been answered: 
The April 10 1980 – "please help me comprehend the works of Nostradamus at a greater depth",  
it was June 1980 that the implant was done 
As a five year old at kindergarten "please do not let me go gray haired too early" – answered in full, at 73, and not yet. 
And another which is coming true – and relates to the cold, mud, and disappearing.  So far it is cold and muddy... 
Essene lord's Prayer: 


